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Preface
One of the most important challenges facing Asian CEOs is how to build the individual and
institutional capabilities needed to sustain recent performance and power ambitious strategies.
By 2020, Asian companies will account for more than 40 percent of the top 250 organizations
globally. They will compete with other global players across a wide range of products and
markets, and superior internal talent and skills will be a major advantage.
To remain competitive in this league requires a renewed commitment to building world-class
technical and management systems and improving individual and institutional capabilities.
McKinsey & Company research has shown that Asian organizations lag the best global
players across all dimensions of capability. Further, it found that senior executives in the region
acknowledge the urgent need to close these gaps, citing capability building as their top priority.
McKinsey has helped organizations globally in building their capabilities. We have served more
than 3,200 clients in the last 5 years alone, including 90 of the top 100 global corporations.
Since 2005, we have also served 45 governments in developing countries. Our proprietary tools
and distinctive methodologies help clients build their capabilities quickly, create permanent
knowledge assets, and maximize their return on investment. We also have an established track
record for building our own individual and institutional capabilities. Capability building is central
to our mission and values, and we are ranked fourth on Fortune’s list of top companies for
creating leaders.
As we have worked with clients on their capability building programs, they have often
encouraged us to publish our thinking on the topic in a comprehensive document. This
publication is our response to those requests. It includes both a holistic framework on capability
building and a series of client vignettes that illustrate how our ideas can deliver value in a
variety of situations and industries. In the final chapter, we share our view on model factories—
customized learning environments that use operational shop floors, back offices, and other
settings to let participants experiment with new tools and processes and experience potential
improvements. Working with partners, McKinsey has led the development of model factories in
several locations globally to offer an exciting new approach to companies engaged in capability
building programs.
This publication would not have been possible without the leadership and editorial oversight
provided by Priya Ahuja, in bringing it all together. We also thank Roger Malone, our editor, for
pushing us toward greater clarity and helping us develop a common voice; and the New Media
Australia team for design, production and editorial support.
We hope this publication will serve you and your organization in developing an insightful,
practical, and actionable set of perspectives on your own capability building journeys.

Dr. Tomas Koch
Director, McKinsey & Company, Seoul
May 2012

Stephen Bear
Director, McKinsey & Company, Toronto
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Chapter 1. Building Capabilities for Performance
Dr. Tomas Koch, Stephen Bear

As the 21st century entered its second decade, Asian companies were seizing the moment to
reach for global leadership in their markets. The 2008 global financial crisis may have hobbled
companies in the rest of the world, but it gave those in Asia the chance to gain ground and
perhaps even overtake their global rivals. Companies from Beijing to Bangkok aspired to grow
into leading global players in their industries—taking advantage of the resilience of their domestic
markets to build experience, and driven by their own passion to expand abroad. Yet while they
are right to be optimistic, recent McKinsey & Company research exposed significant capability
gaps that must be addressed if Asian companies are to reach their growth aspirations.
Under current market conditions, our research suggests Asian companies will soon account for
a significant share of the world’s largest companies. We believe that by 2020, Asian companies
will make up more than 40 percent of the top 250 global corporations, a 70 percent increase
from their share today. Our analysis and experience shows that corporate investment in building
performance-based institutional capabilities quickly will be a critical point of difference between
those that achieve their growth aspirations and those that don’t.
Furthermore, companies in Asia recognize the need to build capabilities rapidly. A recent
McKinsey global survey of 1,440 executives found that nearly 60 percent of the respondents
placed building organizational capabilities, such as supply chain and capital project
management, among the top three priorities at their companies. In Asia, building capabilities to
drive growth and sustain organizational performance was seen as even more crucial. Sixteen
percent of survey respondents in China and 20 percent in India noted capability building as a top
priority, compared with 10 percent overall and 8 percent in North America.1
Why the urgency? Over the past decade many Asian companies have experienced spectacular
growth resulting in bigger, more global, and more complex organizations. Often these companies
manage a broad portfolio of diverse businesses. Increasingly, this poses tremendous challenges
for executive teams as they struggle to build the institutional capabilities needed to manage
and sustain this growth while maintaining high performance standards. McKinsey’s proprietary
research on organizational performance confirms that Asian companies on average lag their global
best-practice peers (by about 13 percent) on all dimensions of organizational capabilities and
effectiveness (Exhibit 1). And these are the very companies that Asian companies must go headto-head against at home and abroad if they are to reach their aspirations.
Closing this gap will not be easy. In 1995, research by Harvard professor John Kotter revealed
that only 30 percent of transformation programs succeed.2 Sixteen years on, little has changed.
McKinsey research published in 2010 shows that companies still fail just as frequently during
transformation programs.3

1 Liz Gryger, Tom Saar, Patti Schaar, “Building Organizational Capabilities”, McKinsey Quarterly, March 2010
2 John Kotter, “Leading Change: Why transformation efforts fail”, Harvard Business Review, March–April 1995
3 Scott Keller and Colin Price, Beyond Performance: How great organizations build ultimate competitive advantage, John
Wiley, 2010
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Exhibit 1

Global aspirations—but limited capability

Alignment

Organizational effectiveness
0%
Direction
Leadership
Capability

50%

70%

85% 100%

Average of Asian companies1
Average of top quartile
companies in database2
Not effective
Common
Superior
Distinctive

Execution

Accountability
Coordination
& control
Capability
development

Renewal

Motivation
Innovation
External
orientation

1 n = 144 surveys; 98 companies; 92,257 respondents
2 n = 260 surveys; 175 companies; 168,636 respondents
SOURCE: McKinsey & Company OHI database

Capability building programs typically fail because not enough thought and resources are
put into determining how to create sustainable change. Insufficient investment in building the
individual and institutional capabilities necessary to scale up and sustain the new capabilities
is a significant recurring factor in failure. And these failures come at a high cost: lost impact,
employee fatigue, and wasted effort if a program has to be extended—or, even worse,
restarted.
Successful capability building programs, on the other hand, begin with a clear view of the
road ahead and a plan that supports the ultimate goal of sustainability. These programs are
underpinned by an understanding that strong individual and institutional capabilities must be
built within an organization to achieve long-lasting performance improvements.

A clear approach to change
McKinsey’s approach to building internal capabilities that create sustainable performance
improvements puts great emphasis on speed and scale—two attributes vital for Asian
companies. With managers and top executives struggling to keep pace with the stellar
growth many Asian companies have achieved in recent years, a program to develop critical
capabilities quickly is crucial to their aspirations. Our distinctive approach focuses on line-led
initiatives—programs owned and led by line managers who have direct responsibilities for their
own profitability—and uses the latest ideas in adult learning to deliver results. Our approach
helps ensure individual ownership of each part of the capability building program, delivers
performance improvements that add to the bottom line, and builds the institutional capabilities
needed to sustain these improvements.
This approach is captured in a capability building framework structured around five guiding
principles. Each aspect of the program—diagnose and design, implement, scale up, and
sustain—is crafted around these principles and helps create sustainability. The framework
draws from McKinsey’s rich experience in working with companies in all industries around
the world on capability building programs that have brought them to a new level of excellence
(Exhibit 2).
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Exhibit 2

McKinsey’s approach to accelerated, performance based capability building
Guiding Principles

1

Link impactoriented
capability
building
to value

2

Build
individual &
institutional
capabilities

3

Capability building approach
Diagnose & Design
6

7

Leverage real work & adult
learning principles

9

5

Assess individual
capability gaps

Tailor to
specific
situations

8
4

Understand corporate and
functional capability gaps

Implement
10 Center activities on actual
work

13

Train change leaders

11 Employ experiential and
other adult learning
techniques (eg model
factories)

Sustain
15

16

Manage performance

Institutionalize
capabilities

14 Apply a double-pilot
system

Estimate
total value

Build consensus and
design program

Scale-up

12 Build programs around
institutional processes &
systems

17 Improve continuously

Scale &
institutionalize
through
processes,
tools & people

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company

Guiding principles
Five guiding principles form the foundation of our approach. By incorporating these principles
into every step of a capability building program, we ensure that the effort and resources invested
have the highest potential for generating quick and sustainable performance improvements:
Link impact-oriented capability building to value. Capability building must be firmly linked
to value generation and business impact, showing clear results in day-to-day work that can be
sustained over time.
During a program, capability building for its own sake is most often a wasted effort. Individuals
and organizations may have new skills as a result, but unless these skills are connected directly
to a business’ performance they produce little corporate impact from the investment. Our
approach is focused on developing targeted individual and institutional capabilities—both
functional and technical4—that are relevant to and even define an organization’s real-time
performance. These capabilities bring noticeable improvements to acquisition success rates,
close rates for sales leads, product development times, manufacturing efficiency, back-office
operations, and other elements that directly reflect corporate performance. And because the
need for such improvements is the rationale behind starting the capability building program in
the first place, early success creates its own momentum (Exhibit 3).
Build individual and institutional capabilities. Capabilities must be built within individuals
and the organization itself to create sustainable change.
Capabilities are created at many levels. They are created within individuals who work better as a
result and within groups of individuals that function better as a team. They are also created within
institutions—within functions or business units, for instance—that use improved processes,
support systems, and other measures to perform better. Individual capabilities must be
cultivated because people are at the core of any transformation. Institutional capabilities are also
essential because they include the systems and processes that support individual capabilities,
and ensure improvements that endure beyond any employee’s tenure.
4 Functional capabilities are generally related to concepts surrounding a worker’s role, such as understanding a cost curve
or price waterfall, while technical capabilities generally relate to the ability to use and understand tools or technology
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Exhibit 3

Recipe for success—Capability for Performance

Financial impact
of program
US$

▪ In house purchasing capability building program
▪ 20 coaches, 150+ procurement staff trained

Logistics

Procurement

Energy

Operations
transformation

Energy

Capex + project
delivery

Finance

Service
Operations

▪
▪
▪
▪

Electronics

Marketing
& Sales

▪ 40+ subsidiaries; 5 BUs touched
▪ 30+ global client team skilled up
▪ 10+ capability building modules; certification programs; other

▪ Increased plant reliability; higher product yields; reduced energy
▪
▪
▪

consumption/losses
60+ full-time change agents; 2,500+ frontline personnel trained
22 capability-building modules codified and rolled out
Centralized Operations Excellence function with 10 full-time staff

▪ Knowledge assets and Knowledge Management System (certification,
playbooks, codified processes) developed to support “new way”

1.1b

600m+

~500m

▪ Change agents skilled up for company wide rollout

100% capacity increase or 30–50% headcount reduction
30–60% productivity gain in one year
Customer satisfaction increased by 8 points
~60 change agents trained, 4,000 people touched

130m+

~350m

training interventions

▪ Standardized implementation and sustainability mechanisms established
Infrastructure

Talent &
Leadership

▪ 250+ leaders developed
▪ Breakthrough projects embedded as way of working
▪ Leadership development system hardwired

250m+

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised client examples

Tailor to specific situations. Efforts to build relevant capabilities must be tailored to the
unique situations faced by each organization.
Every company begins its capability building program from a unique starting position. To
be effective, the program needs to be built around a profound understanding of the gaps
and challenges a particular organization faces. The tailoring also must take into account the
differences present across plants, networks, and businesses.
In Asia, line-led initiatives are especially critical to creating a capability building program that
matches the given situation. This ensures that the right capabilities are built at the right levels,
are scaled appropriately, and are rapidly rolled out. From diagnostics through to ongoing
sustainability, these leaders are active in scoping the challenges, designing solutions, and
driving implementation. Their mandate is to bring their expertise, commitment, and passion
to creating a sustainable capability building program and achieving solid performance
improvements throughout the organization (Exhibit 4).
Leverage real work and adult learning principles. Programs must be founded on modern
principles of adult learning, which show that adults respond best to self-directed learning that is
Exhibit 4

A “line-led” approach ensures speed, scale and sustainability
Ownership

▪

Line managers drive changes
(low reliance on a central team
or “program office”)

▪

McKinsey supports with global
expertise, proven methods and
best practices

Speed: rapid, bottom-line results
▪ Client teams (drawn from the line) learn a rigorous process, proven
analyses and toolkit to identify improvements and build conviction,
momentum and drive
Scale: roll out quicker, using your people
▪ A cadre of internal trainers developed to lead the rollout, very early
in the program

▪

This quickly delivers scale across the organization, allowing
rollouts to more units, faster

Sustainability: results stick
▪ Team members come from the line
▪ They have understanding of and ownership for initiatives
▪ Increased capabilities and deep ownership ensure results stick
SOURCE: McKinsey & Company
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active, based on experiences, real-life tasks, and immediate problems, and is focused on finding
solutions and building skills.
The newest insights in adult learning and leadership development, as well as a deep understanding of
a company’s challenges, must shape the content and scope of any capability building program. Adults
learn best through action, experience, and reflection. One study showed, for instance, that adults recall
only 10 percent of what they have learned by explanation after 3 months, while they can retain 65 percent
of similar content 3 months later if they’ve learned by experience (Exhibit 5).5 Learning with peers and
from role models has also proven highly effective. Finally, organizations need to reinforce these lessons
by providing opportunities to apply the new capabilities in a relevant work context. Building on these
principles, training opportunities should emphasize learning by doing and learning by teaching, which
maximize retention and speed the development of individual and institutional capabilities.
Scale up and institutionalize through processes, tools, and people. While external experts
might guide a program in its early stages, internal change leaders, relevant tools, and supporting
processes are necessary to build sustainable capabilities that reach throughout an organization.
Capability building programs often occur in various waves, each adding to the previous and
spreading new capabilities and attitudes further into the organization. Internal change leaders are
groomed from the first waves to become the leaders of the transformation, acting as experts on
the new tools and processes and displaying the new attitudes. At the same time, management
and technical systems are re-engineered to reinforce and support the capability shifts. Changes
in management systems could include recalibrating baselines and targets, redefining roles, and
redrawing governance mechanisms. Technical changes would be more specific to individual
functions, but could include changes like new systems, platforms, and software that better
support planning and implementing the program. Structures like corporate academies and
e-learning platforms are embedded into the organization to perpetuate and renew capabilities.

Architecture to build capabilities
From rigorous research and years of experience working with companies, McKinsey has
developed a clear architecture that enables sustainable capability building and improved
performance. Founded on our guiding principles, the framework includes clear actions that
Exhibit 5

Adults learn best by experience
Effectiveness of recall after
Learning by
Adults learn best…

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

When they are motivated

Explanation
(hearing)

When they are in charge
At the edge of their comfort zone
Through action and experience
When their individual learning
style is accounted for

▪ From role models
▪ From their peers
▪ Supported by effective

processes and systems

Example
(seeing)
Experience
(doing)

Holistic
experience
(teaching)

3 weeks 3 months Formats
70%

10%

72%

32%

85%

65%

100%

100%

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Lecture/presentation
Handout, textbook
Video
Discussion

▪
▪
▪
▪

Practical application day-to-day
Simulation/role play
Case workbook
Interactive software

Demonstration
Presentation

▪ Leading others to do
▪ Coaching own team
▪ Teaching other leaders

DISCLAIMER: The numbers shown here were determined by teaching small, simple chunks of information to 3 groups. Other studies investigating
retention of more complex knowledge find much faster decline (e.g., Ukkonen 1987, Stice 1987). The general conclusion that retention is
extremely low if learning involves no action (doing) is persistent across all studies
SOURCE: John Whitmore, Coaching for Performance (2002); based on IBM and U.K. Post Office research; Adult learning principles synthesized from
multiple external sources including books authored by Malcolm Knowles, Robert Kegan, David Schön, David Kolb, J. Lave and E. Wenger, L.A.
Daloz

5 John Whitmore, Coaching for Performance: Growing People, Performance and Purpose, Nicholas Brealey Publishing,
2002
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drive improved capabilities as companies pass through four distinct phases of transformation:
diagnose and design, implement, scale up, and sustain.

Diagnose and Design
A capability building program is only as powerful as the diagnostic that informs its scope
and shape. Carried out correctly, an organizational diagnostic should help mitigate the time
pressures and overloaded agendas many companies face during complex initiatives. But to
be a benefit rather than a burden, the diagnostics must be clearly targeted and point the way
to specific actions. In addition, by revealing improvement opportunities and related measures,
credible diagnostics can even trigger real change early in the process.
Powerful diagnostics approach a company’s challenges from two complementary perspectives:
analytical and experiential. The analytical side contributes targeted and comprehensive
coverage of corporate, functional, and individual performance gaps, ensuring each aspect is
examined carefully. Thoughtful analytics using relevant tools ensures that gaps are assessed
systematically, especially with a view toward identifying shortfalls that are hindering performance
and estimating the total value to be gained from the capability building program. The experiential
character brings the raw data alive through dialogue and shared experiences at all levels of the
company, building conviction and meaning in the journey ahead.
Understand corporate and functional capability gaps and estimate value. Linking
capabilities to value generation and business impact requires a detailed diagnosis of the current
shortfalls at multiple levels within the organization, which then enables direct action in specific
areas to close those gaps and support growth aspirations.
An examination of institutional gaps begins by comparing current capabilities with those needed
to meet financial and growth aspirations. Corporate capabilities that impact the entire organization
and functional capabilities that are more specific to individual roles must both be addressed
(Exhibit 6). Gaps must be clearly quantified at the institutional level, as well as within critical
functions and sub-functions that lie at the root of the shortfall—procurement, sales, and research
and development, for example. By establishing a clear link between needed capabilities and
the strategic goals they support, the process ensures that success has a positive impact on the
bottom line and that capability building doesn’t devolve into an exercise for its own sake.
For example, at an infrastructure company, senior leaders identified procurement as their
top commercial priority. To push sustainable improvements within the procurement function,
Exhibit 6

Corporate and functional capability gaps
Above average performance

Corporate performance heatmap1
HR

M&S

Logistics

Average performance

Operations

Your company
Automotive industry average (Sample size 29)

Purchasing

Range of 80% of companies in industry
Strategic
alignment

Business
Unit 1

Knowledge
and information
mgmt.

Business
Unit 2

Business
Unit 4
Business
Unit 5
The corporate performance heatmap analyzes the organization’s
performance across business units and outlines the broader
capability building program
1 Functions listed are not exhaustive

Strategic
alignment
and posture
5


Mindsets
and
aspirations



Capabilities
& culture

4
3

Performance
Management

Business
Unit 3

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company

Below average performance

Purchasing excellence

Talent
management

2
1
0

Structure
& systems
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collaboration

Organiz
-ational
structur
e

Category
purchasing
processes
Strategic value
chain impact
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management
and execution

The Global Purchasing Excellence diagnostic measures
institutional best practices of the procurement organization
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leaders embarked on a detailed diagnostic that mapped the company’s current capabilities
within the procurement function and highlighted areas where increased capabilities were
needed (Exhibit 7).
McKinsey research shows that organizations that develop their existing capabilities to match
those required to meet their aspirations are seven times more likely to succeed than those
that don’t.6 The research also indicates that when senior leaders set the capability building
agenda, it is more often explicitly linked to immediate business goals than when others take the
organizational lead. In setting the overall agenda, high-level leadership often delivers a targeted,
comprehensive, and effective capability building program that develops skills that underpin
strategic goals.
Assess individual capability gaps. Building the right capabilities in the right people in the
right roles, at the right scale is fundamental to success.
In Asia, a talent shortage remains a critical obstacle to improved performance and sustainable
growth. And after years of rapid growth, the talent shortage has only worsened. Demand for
managers with strong leadership skills has grown much faster than the supply of qualified candidates.
To assess individual capability gaps, it is important to look first at the individual capabilities
required by the company to meet its growth and performance targets. From there, we can match
individual capabilities and personal goals to those required by the organization, identifying and
closing gaps that are impeding overall and individual performance.
Especially in Asia, where many companies are held back by a lack of capable leaders, an
organization’s leadership resources must be assessed to judge whether they are sufficient to
manage current and future businesses. A rigorous talent review of pivotal roles can provide a
baseline for a company’s current leadership pool, and, drawing from a realistic and detailed
estimate of an organization’s leadership needs based on its strategy, we can compare the supply
of internal leadership capabilities and the likely future demand. This helps build a reliable road
map for developing internal talent and seeking external talent to fill the gap (Exhibit 8).
Exhibit 7

Set aspirations and identify capability gaps
Set aspirations

Determine which capability you need
Capability

Business driver

Total procurement spend
Percent
30

PURCHASING EXAMPLE

80
300

Pricing excellence
50

Customer selection

Earns

One-time drop of 10%

$ Million upside

Brand management

Margin
management

Lean manufacturing
Cost
efficiency

100

Procurement improvement

500

Supply chain redesign

ROC

20

275

New product innovation

Revenue
growth

25

250

Sales force effectiveness

Zoom
in on
procurement
using “where
is the money”
diagnosis

Turns
Capital
productivity

10

Working capital reduction

70
250

Maintenance effectiveness

Define how good do you need to be
Beat inflation by 2% per year
0
2008 09

Us

Industry average

Range of 80% of companies in industry

Strategic alignment

10

11

12

13

14 2015

Knowledge
and information
mgmt.
Performance
Management

Start with clear
goal for value
generation and
business impact

Structure
& systems

Strategic
alignment
and posture
5

Mindsets and
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Capabilities
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4
3
2
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management

1
0
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Organizational
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Strategic value
chain impact

Category
purchasing
processes

Measure
current
procurement
skills against
external
benchmarks
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management
and execution

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised client example

6 “What successful transformations share: McKinsey Global Survey results”, McKinsey Quarterly, March 2010
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Exhibit 8

Estimate the “real” need for leaders
Leadership supply today

161

Leadership demand in three years
32

54
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Demand
for
leaders in
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SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised client example

In addition, individuals are called to assess their own capabilities and those that are needed
to achieve their career goals. These self assessments are most effective when conducted
systematically, for instance by using 360-degree surveys that gather opinions from peers,
staff, and supervisors to begin a dialogue around capability strengths and weaknesses. Such
assessments should highlight functional and technical capabilities needed for improved job
performance, as well as people skills such as influencing and team building.
The entire process allows a company to quantify the leadership and broader talent gaps that
must be closed. At an Asian energy company, for example, substantiating and understanding
the gaps in leadership and overall capabilities provided a catalyst for a multi-pronged approach
to meet its talent needs. Among its measures, the company identified and developed internal
talent with the right technical, functional, and leadership capabilities needed for its chosen
strategy, and invested in institutional mechanisms to help attract and groom high-performing
external talent to lead future businesses.
Estimate total value. One concrete outcome of the diagnostic is an estimation of the value that
a capability building program can add by aligning new capabilities with value capture, prioritizing
and focusing for impact.
The diagnostics help create an image of what a great company would be like and, in the process,
establish explicit links between capabilities and profitable growth. These transparent links
reveal actions and capabilities that drive value, highlight capabilities with the greatest potential
to contribute to growth, and allow companies to derive credible estimates of the revenues
increases or cost savings they can generate.
While establishing a sequence for building needed capabilities, we follow a philosophy that
less is more. By that we mean focusing on a limited set of critical capabilities based in the
gaps identified during the diagnostic. Finally, we work with the CEO and the senior team to
create a consistent, compelling change story—centered on a crisis, a passionate aspiration, or
sometimes both—backed by concrete and credible visions of what the future could hold.
Build consensus and design program. Once the diagnostics are complete, the results
must be brought before a broader audience within the company to build agreement around
the opportunities available and the need for performance improvements, and to create the
conviction and passion needed to bring them to realization.
To create solid support and understanding for the capability building program ahead, companies
must build a consensus around the opportunities at hand, the need for change, and the changes
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needed. In addition, conviction and passion to push the program forward must be raised to
a critical level. While a select group of company staff is often involved in the analysis from the
start, successful capability building programs require much broader engagement within the
organization so that key stakeholders and others stand behind the effort, understand their roles,
and recognize the implications of success (and failure). There are many ways to bring these results
to life before a broad audience, but we’ve found three in particular to be very effective:
 Visits to global champions. These give managers and executives first-hand experience
into how these companies have embedded specific institutional capabilities. This is especially
helpful for talent identified as future leaders—the visits help them understand the gap between
their organization and best practice, as well as their own role in closing those gaps effectively
 Murals. These visually map out the journey ahead—from initial setup through
implementation to sustainability—and illustrate the linkages among the phases of the
program and the company’s strategic aspirations. Murals provide a clear picture of the
complete program and give stakeholders additional confidence when explaining the project
and its aims to colleagues
 Mirror workshops. These use the results from the corporate, functional, and individual
capability reviews to begin a dialogue with senior leaders about the findings. In addition, these
sessions highlight the implications for moving forward and the options available to meet corporate
aspirations. Mirror workshops are critical in creating understanding and alignment among
participants on important issues that affect the success of the capability building effort. They often
produce agreement on the priorities for capability building and clear ownership of needed actions.
Individually, each of these methods can contribute to quickly building a consensus around the task
ahead. At one industrial company, for example, a mural was used during immersion workshops at the
beginning of the program to cement the participants’ understanding and ownership of the upcoming
journey. The mural was placed on a wall in a busy location on the first day of each workshop, and
remained there for the rest of the program—becoming part of the backdrop for all conversations and
problem-solving sessions. Participants quickly learned about the changes they were producing, the
rationale behind the process they were following, and how to communicate the program to others. It
was a powerful anchor, reminding them of where they were in the journey (Exhibit 9).

Exhibit 9

Murals kick-start understanding and ownership of journey

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company
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At the heart of our line-led approach to design is the forum-field-feedback model. Companies
building individual and institutional capabilities must get all three elements of this learning model
right. Experiential forums center on customized blended learning programs that emphasize
participation and relevance and target needed capabilities. Fieldwork brings the new capabilities
to the workplace, often in the form of challenging breakthrough projects directly relevant to
the company’s strategy. Additionally, coaching and feedback support the entire program,
encouraging changes in attitudes and behaviors.
The first cycle of a forum-fieldwork-feedback cycle is often during a train-the-trainer program
that helps internal change leaders develop the expertise and capabilities to deliver the program
across the organization. The structured approach ensures that the capability building effort has
speed and scale, and is owned and led by the line.

Implement
Implementation makes the effort real. With diagnosis and design complete, implementation
sets the ideas for capability building into action. This critical phase of capability building requires
a deft hand to assure early successes, while avoiding the temptation to move too quickly,
overlooking key aspects of a successful program, or putting in place measures prematurely.
Successful programs take a holistic approach and consider implementation challenges and
opportunities at three levels: i) management infrastructure; ii) technical systems; and iii) people
systems—the individual skills, attitudes and behaviors. Organizational changes, for example, could
be part of the management infrastructure solution, new information technology systems part of the
technical solution, and new mindsets and behaviors part of the people solution. Together they drive a
program that steers away from local solutions in favor of efforts with more wide-ranging impact.
Across these levels, implementation has a better chance of success if it is centered on
work-related activities, focused on experience rather than rote memory, and rooted in the
organization’s own processes and systems.
Center activities on actual work. Adults learn best when training is centered on real work,
giving them the opportunity to test their leadership and functional skills in projects that have
meaning and genuine impact on corporate performance.
New capabilities are embedded more firmly in an employee’s attitudes and behavior if they go beyond
mere theory and are applied directly to meaningful tasks. Breakthrough projects, ones that are
important to a company’s strategy, can play a central role in showing the impact these new capabilities
can have. By allowing employees to exercise their skills in real work situations, these projects
build institutional leadership and functional capabilities, while delivering bottom-line performance
improvements. Integrating the capability building program into real work situations also helps make
breakthrough projects a way of life within an organization, particularly among leadership trainees.
At an Asian energy company, for example, breakthrough projects were a crucial part of a
program that helped build the leadership capabilities of more than 300 senior managers—the
future leaders of the organization. The company first chose 20 strategic projects that were
expected to deliver quick impact, and then hand-picked 30 to 40 high-potential senior managers
to run these efforts. These initiates were taught project management and change management
skills, which they applied immediately to their projects. Success came so rapidly that within 3
months the company launched 127 other projects along with 18 regional capability building
centers, which together created significant momentum for the overall program.
Employ experiential programs and other adult learning techniques. Programs that offer
experiences not easily available in real work, allow failure, and offer resets, provide effective
learning-by-doing opportunities that further establish newly learned capabilities.
Adults learn and retain better from experience than lectures, and when real work situations aren’t easily
available to reinforce new capabilities, experiential learning and other techniques can be very effective.
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These methods come in a wide variety of forms, including boot camps, simulations and case studies,
virtual e-learning, and role-playing games. They allow participants to experiment with new ideas in a
risk-free atmosphere and to test drive tools and processes before introducing them to their daily work.
One valuable technique employs model factories—real shop floors that produce straightforward
goods (such as tripods or electric motors), functional back offices and other work environments.
By rearranging, for instance, assembly or tooling processes and witnessing the result,
participants can use their new capabilities in actual production settings. Model factories can
create a diverse range of learning-by-doing situations in which participants are confronted with a
problem, work out a solution, and discover its impact.
In one example, senior executives deepened their understanding of digital marketing by shaping
the marketing decisions of an operational online business and then watching actual customer
reactions. In another, Volkswagen is developing “lean centers” where participants can test
different production improvements for impact on efficiency, quality, and ease of use (Exhibit
10). Working with partners, McKinsey has helped set up model factories in a diverse range
of manufacturing and service industries. Applications have included allowing participants to
reconfigure manufacturing lines for improved performance, apply lean principles to mortgage
processing and other back office operations for a model financial institution, and build
leadership skills for hospital staff. The real-life nature of these learning experiences supports
rapid and robust capability building among participants. Often opportunities to apply these
capabilities within their organizations come within days of completing the program.
Build programs around institutional processes and systems. Institutional capabilities
that endure beyond individual tenures are rooted in the three systems within any organization:
technical, management, and people.
Successful implementation of capability building programs is aligned around three systems
inherent in any organization:
 Technical system. This addresses what is needed to create value, including processes,
procedures, standard practices, tools and intellectual property, appropriate technology, and
physical assets
 Management infrastructure. This concerns how the system is managed, including its
organizational structure and roles, decision rights, and performance, talent, and knowledge
management processes

Exhibit 10

A model factory accelerates and sustains capability building
Volkswagen
Lean Center
October
2008

SOURCE: auto motor und sport magazine
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 People element. This encompasses how employees act, including personal skills,
attitudes, behaviors, and differing cultural norms.
The influence of these systems on any capability building program cannot be overlooked,
but the program itself should also have a profound impact on these systems. Every aspect of
implementation must bear in mind the effect each has upon the other. By understanding clearly
what changes are needed in these systems to support capability building programs, companies
can embed improvements deep within their organizations and avoid any tendency for quick
solutions that are overly simplistic or incomplete (Exhibit 11).

Scale Up
Successful capability building programs must implement potentially complex changes at
scale. Often corporate leaders set bold aspirations and draw detailed blueprints for building
capabilities, and then fumble when they try to replicate early achievements in a full-scale rollout
across the organization. Insufficient consideration of the time and resources needed for the
rollout, as well as its complexity, is a common cause for failure, as is neglecting critical design
elements of the rollout program.
Scaling up the transformation program successfully means managing the implementation of
many different capability-building initiatives simultaneously and keeping the organization’s
energy levels high during a process that can span years. Our approach emphasizes two
critical aspects of scaling up a capability building program that contribute to the speed of the
rollout and its ultimate sustainability—training change leaders and employing a double-pilot
system.
Train change leaders. Internal change leaders are necessary to bring new capabilities and
attitudes broadly throughout an organization.
Like a fractal design that replicates itself endlessly, change leaders move through an
organization teaching others new capabilities, reinforcing the need for change, and modeling
a new performance-oriented attitude for others to emulate. Developing these change leaders
begins with careful selection to find high-potential candidates who are receptive to the new
direction, eager to build their personal capabilities, and possessed of internal passion. These
high-potentials go through a training program not only to learn the new tools and processes, but
also to understand how they can effectively influence change in others.

Exhibit 11

An institutional capability is more than skilled people
The right people
with the right
skills, mindsets,
behaviors, and
ownership

Skills, mindsets,
and behaviors

The organization
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incentives, and
performance
and talent
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processes

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company
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A four-stage coaching model allows successful trainees to gradually acquire the capabilities
needed to become change leaders. At the end, the change leaders are self-sustaining and
self-motivated in their particular specialty. In the first stage, nascent change leaders observe
coaches in action during workshops. In the next stage, they join the coaches, for instance by
conducting a workshop together. In the third stage, the coaches prepare programs that the
new change leaders execute on their own. And finally, in the fourth stage, roles are completely
reversed, with the change leaders preparing and conducting programs, while coaches observe
and provide feedback as needed.
Further, for greatest impact, these change leaders have a clear view of where they fit in the future
of the organization. In addition, once the first wave of change leaders are re-integrated into
their roles, a process is in place to scale up the program and to continue identifying and training
candidates (Exhibit 12).
Apply a double-pilot system. A double-pilot system tests the stress points of a rollout in two
ways: first by proving the concept in a pilot guided by McKinsey experts, and second by giving
control of the pilot to company leaders to demonstrate how the program can be scaled up quickly.
Leaders are often impatient to complete a pilot program so they can press on with broader
implementation. But experience shows that driving change too quickly can derail the process. In
many instances, high success rates in pilots are driven by a significant investment of resources,
management attention, and outside expertise. Such pilots, it seems, can never fail. But in a more
normal situation, where attention and resources must compete with other demands and internal
leaders with multiple responsibilities drive the effort, results can be very different. By going
slowly early and accelerating later, a double-pilot system corrects for these common mistakes.
The first pilot is focused on proving the concept. Equipped with ample resources and executive
attention, this effort tests the technical solution. In this pilot, less energy is given to testing the
changes needed in management infrastructure or soft elements of the rollout. Its main objective
is to ensure that the skills being built have a demonstrable business impact.
The second pilot takes a broader look at the program’s ability to scale up quickly by testing it
under normal working conditions, at several locations at once, with more realistic funding and
Exhibit 12

Training change leaders first builds capacity and capability for rollouts
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SOURCE: McKinsey & Company
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resource allocations, and with outside experts taking on more of a coaching role. Management
infrastructure and human resource capabilities are tested more acutely during this pilot and refined
as needed. If successful, the program is ready to be rolled out throughout the organization.
Along with testing the feasibility of the approach tailored for each company, these pilots support
building capabilities around the program itself. By ensuring that the appropriate audiences
observe and participate in the pilots, institutional capabilities for rolling out the program more
broadly are improved, resulting in faster implementation and impact.
A double-pilot system was instrumental in helping a European health care provider to increase
the time medical staff spent on patient care. After a successful initial pilot at one location, the
organization created an “industrial-strength” model that was robust enough to be rolled out
more broadly, and then tested it in a second pilot at multiple sites. This go-slow-to-go-fast
pacing led to rapid acceptance of the program when it was rolled out across the country.

Sustain
Although the rollout may seem the last step in a capability building program, it is far from the
end of the story. Once all the initiatives are in place, companies must work to sustain and build
on their early gains. Left alone, capability building programs with successful rollouts can lose
steam or relevance, reversing the accomplishments that have been achieved. To prevent this,
companies must cultivate sustainability by working on three critical factors: performance
management, institutionalized capabilities, and continuous improvement.
Managing Performance. Without an effective performance management system, newly
acquired capabilities could quickly erode.
As capabilities change and improve, performance management systems that were deployed
during implementation must evolve in stride. The capabilities acquired during the transformation
must be supported by effective performance management systems that integrate business and
personal performance metrics, and evaluate short-term performance and long-term health.
Effective performance management goes beyond processes and includes mindsets and
behaviors, ensuring that new attitudes are internalized and not simply mimicked. In addition,
performance metrics and criteria must cascade throughout the organization, from the executive
suite to the shop floors and cubicles.
Effective individual and business-level performance tracking systems are also necessary to
deliver consequences for superior or poor performance. Rewards for strong performance,
whether financial or in some other form, are reasonably straightforward. Consequences of
underperformance are also vital to support sustainability, but can be more difficult to implement,
especially in Asia where personal relationships and reputations can attain higher importance
than in Europe or North America (Exhibit 13).
Institutionalize capabilities. Mechanisms such as knowledge communities and learning
centers should be rooted firmly within an organization, underpinning its operating model by
reinforcing new capabilities and encouraging further development.
By institutionalizing capabilities, companies put a structure in place that supports recent
improvements and encourages continued development. Communities of practitioners,
buttressed by the appropriate infrastructure, promote continuing internal dialogues around
capabilities gained and those still needed. These internal networks are complemented by formal
processes such as corporate academies, e-learning systems, and certification programs that
help ensure capabilities are retained and renewed. Three elements in particular create a strong
foundation for these efforts (Exhibit 14):
 Centers of excellence. Knowledge experts provide a focal point for excellence. Their
primary roles are to assure the best new thinking on a topic is codified and available,
disseminate new tools, and match demand for knowledge to the best source
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Exhibit 13
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 Practitioner communities. Groups focused on a common area, such as finance
or operational excellence, coalesce into a formal network of professionals who share
knowledge and assist one another in finding outside expertise when needed
 Knowledge management systems. Leading knowledge is gathered in an accessible
database, where it resides under a common taxonomy with a clear hierarchy. To be most
useful, an evaluation process is in place to filter new learnings and assure their relevance and
reliability.
One Asian energy company that underwent a major operations capability building program
created practitioner communities for change leaders across 20 plants, grouped into three regional
clusters. The cluster managers organized boot camps, knowledge sharing sessions, and teamExhibit 14
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building events while ensuring a standardized approach was followed in all plants. They also
cultivated a growing group of alumni from the program and encouraged change leaders to spend
time working in other locations to speed up the transformation. Eventually, these practitioner
communities evolved into a formalized center of excellence, led by a central technical services
division. The center of excellence shaped the company’s transformation policies, guidelines, and
operating system. In addition, it provided technical support to the change leaders in each plant.

Embedded training programs
Along with practitioner communities, training programs that are embedded in the corporate
structure are essential to institutionalizing the capabilities that have been gained. Corporate
academies are prime examples that have succeeded in many large organizations by supporting
employees as they rise within the company. Such academies have evolved beyond the
traditional brick-and-mortar institutions where participants gather from throughout the company
to sit in classrooms. Today corporate academies offer a wide range of in-person, virtual, and offsite personal training programs with redesigned curricula and class sizes that vary widely.
But while corporate academies may take various forms, the best follow five tenets that create
more effective adult-learning environments:
 Strategy relevance. The objectives of the programs are clearly linked to corporate strategy.
The courses are tailored to the capabilities needed to achieve a direct business impact while
keeping the sessions short and focused
 Rooted in real work. The programs use a blend of in-person and technology-based remote
learning to present real-life situations tied to relevant work. In addition, participants have the
opportunity to receive feedback from peers, trainers, and mentors
 Expanded horizons. The curriculum is continually refreshed by drawing on best practice
and new ideas from outside the company. Content designers seek and encourage external
perspectives and expertise, for instance by inviting outside instructors. The goal is to
stimulate and support new ideas and to watch for themes relevant to the company’s future
 Top-level support. Sound governance structures include oversight and, more importantly,
visible support by senior business leaders
 Measured. The business impact of the programs is clearly measured using leading and
lagging indicators.
Eli Lilly offers a snapshot of how corporate academies have evolved in recent years. The Lilly
Institute began as a formal, centralized training organization that controlled technical and nontechnical content, an impressive edifice in Indianapolis, and staff reporting to a vice president for
training. Over time, however, the Institute found it was impossible to satisfy the specific training
needs of different business units and functions using this model. Today, the Lilly Institute is a
virtual collection of schools and institutes. A Learning Council, comprising the heads of schools
and institutes, provides centralized direction. The Learning Services function issues guidelines
on content development and delivery, and oversees the learning management system.

New training formats
Whether part of a formal corporate academy or another function, training programs must
take advantage of technology to reach their full potential. E-learning programs bring several
advantages to building and sustaining capabilities. They are always accessible, allowing
employees to use them as soon as they are needed. Programs can reach employees at every
location simultaneously. They can be easily adjusted to each employee’s knowledge level and
reinforce capabilities learned through other channels. The pace and path through the learning
program can also be tailored to individual needs. Together these attributes allow faster, wider,
deeper, and more cost-effective dissemination of required capabilities through an organization.
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Certification programs
Certification programs that openly acknowledge employees who have completed crucial
training courses have also been effective in generating enthusiasm and support for
ongoing capability building efforts. Plaques, desk ornaments, and other visible signs of the
successful completion of training programs can evoke pride and a sense of accomplishment
that colleagues will want to match. Furthermore, customized certification programs help
acknowledge the standing of change leaders and help develop a high-quality change
community within the organization.
Improve continuously. Knowledge is changing faster today than at any time in history, and
companies must continuously review and update their capabilities to keep pace.
If there were ever a time when companies could rest on a distinct set of capabilities and enjoy
a competitive edge, it has long passed. Technology, consumer tastes and behaviors, global
markets, and the competitive environment are among the factors that today are changing faster
than ever before. To keep pace—and to stay ahead—organizations must constantly renew their
internal capabilities and anticipate future needs, especially in the Asian economies that are
evolving at an unprecedented speed.
Internally, this is driven by communities of practitioners, but companies shouldn’t neglect
innovative developments outside their corporate walls. External communities of peers working
or teaching in similar fields or undergoing similar challenges can be a rich source of information,
provide knowledgeable sounding boards for ideas, or simply offer the chance to revitalize
passions through community events. While companies must be careful to adhere to relevant
laws against collusion, conferences, professional associations, and external training courses
all offer opportunities to stay abreast of latest developments in a particular field, and provide an
early warning for capabilities or capability upgrades that might be needed.
In Asia, for example, McKinsey periodically plays host to meetings such as the “Asian Spider”
sessions in which senior leaders from a wide range of industries gather to discuss common
topics. In 2011, 81 executives from 39 companies in nine industries gathered for 2 days to
exchange ideas on capabilities needed for various efforts, including building supply chains,
capital expenditures, marketing, and customer service.

Conclusion
Companies across Asia are awakening to the challenges presented by the rapid growth they
have experienced in recent years. Unfortunately, many are reacting to these challenges with
short-term measures that address the symptoms, rather than building essential capabilities
that can offer long-term performance improvements. But, as with many challenges in life, the
easy solution is actually no solution at all. True change requires effort. Launching an institutional
capability building program that brings rapid and sustainable performance improvements calls
for courage, conviction, and commitment: Courage to step beyond comfortable, shortterm measures and embrace new approaches, applications and technologies; conviction in the
organization’s ability to reach a higher level; and commitment to make it happen by investing time
and resources to create change.
By systematically developing an organization’s institutional and individual capabilities, true
transformation is possible. By basing a program on our five guidelines and then carefully
considering diagnostics and design, implementation, scaling up the effort, and sustainability,
Asian companies can build the capabilities needed to support their global growth aspirations.
Only with such a commitment can Asia’s best companies reap the rewards of sustainable
performance improvement and long-term health.
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Chapter 2. Company vignettes: Building capabilities
along the value chain
Dr. Tomas Koch

Capability building programs deliver impact all along the value chain. In our work with companies
across a wide span of industries, we have helped create performance improvements focused
on supply chain optimization, improved procurement, greater competencies in mergers and
acquisitions, and many other areas vital to corporate profitability. Though the details vary and
the tools are tailored to each company’s unique situation, each program is crafted around our
five guiding principles and an approach that comprises four distinct phases of transformation—
diagnose and design, implement, scale up, and sustain.
In this chapter we look at capability building programs that have brought bottom-line impact to
a range of companies across Asia. Each vignette demonstrates the power of capability building
initiatives on a specific link in the value chain. These cases bring the capability building framework
and concepts to life, and offer insight into both the challenges faced by companies across the
region, as well as their triumphs. Each program addressed core capabilities needed to drive
strategies, build stronger institutions, and deliver tangible improvements to the bottom line.
The seven cases speak to the different elements of the value chain and highlight different parts
of the capability building approach. Altogether, a rich tapestry of initiatives and innovations
is woven, offering a broad perspective of the possibilities available to organizations who are
considering similar journeys.

Client case highlights
Purchasing
Industrial client
 Impact:
—— Savings worth 29 percent of capital expenditures, 16 percent
of operating expenses
—— Stronger individual capability scores on proprietary
assessments
—— Stronger purchasing culture and vendor selection process.
 Key features of program:
—— Multiple proprietary purchasing diagnostics to set aspirations
and determine individual and institutional capability gaps and
goals
—— Design and implementation of a line-led program with
progressive transfer to client over time, using the four stage
coaching approach
—— Center of excellence to sustain and reinforce gains across
the organization.
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Operations Transformation
Energy client
 Impact:
—— Cumulative savings of US$680 million to date
—— Operations Academy upskills 1500+ employees, supports
development of Center of Excellence, (COE), codifies and
standardizes best practices, develops internal communities
of practice (COPs).
 Key features of program:
—— Holistic capability building approach across core systems
(technical, management, people)
—— Line-led, double pilot program rollout
—— In-house corporate academy to sustain operations
improvements.

Supply Chain
FMCG client
 Impact:
——
——
——
——

Working capital inventories reduced by 30 percent
Highest service level rating in 40 years
Supplier reliability increased from 45 to 80 percent
Supply Chain Academy upskills 1000+ employees, certifies
30 ‘black belt’ change agents, develops center of excellence
(COE), codifies and standardizes processes
—— Renewed trust and invigorated communications in supply
chain management.
 Key features of program:
—— Multiple proprietary supply chain diagnostics to determine
capability gaps and goals
—— Bootcamps employing a field and forum learning architecture
to build capabilities
—— Certification program to grow in-house change leaders
—— In-house supply chain academy to sustain improvements.

Capex
Energy client
 Impact:
—— US$500 million in savings
—— Capex project timelines reduced by 25 percent, while
maintaining quality and safety standards
—— 25 core processes codified
—— 250+ employees certified.
 Key features of program:
—— Line-led program anchored in a holistic capability building
approach across core systems (technical, management,
people)
—— Focus on building targeted project delivery capabilities
—— Multiple forums, fieldwork and coaching to build capabilities
—— E-learning, certification programs and a comprehensive
Knowledge Management System to embed capabilities and
support rollout across the organization.
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Marketing and Sales
Basic materials client
 Impact:
—— 10 percent increase in operating profit from first pilot
—— 300+ employees upskilled
—— M&S Center of Excellence.
 Key features of program:
—— Customized diagnostics to determine capability gaps and
goals
—— Field and forum learning architecture and the use of a double
pilot rollout strategy
—— Center of excellence set up to sustain improvements.

Business development
Energy client
 Impact:
—— New businesses established
—— Strong acquisitions pipeline
—— Stronger individual capability scores on proprietary
assessments
—— Business development curriculum and processes codified
and standardized.
 Key features of program:
—— Spin-off BD function to incubate and integrate newly
acquired businesses
—— Forum-fieldwork-feedback learning architecture and
a comprehensive international business development
curriculum to build relevant capabilities
—— Breakthrough projects to train participants and embed new
capabilities in real work.

Leadership development
Infrastructure client
 Impact:
——
——
——
——

US$250 million increase in revenues
3X growth in leadership pipeline
150+ breakthrough projects actioned
Measurable improvements in leadership behavior and job
performance.

 Key features of program:
—— Custom built leadership model used to determine needed
capabilities
—— Six sets of interventions used to address capability gaps,
including a forum and field learning architecture, individual
coaching and special experiences (e.g., best practice visits)
that built both personal leadership capacities and functional
capabilities
—— Breakthrough projects that helped embed new capabilities in
real work.
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Delivering cash and capabilities through
procurement quality
Dr. Oliver Gottschall, Dave Rogers

Capability improvements in purchasing departments have unquestionable and significant
impact on corporate profitability. Successful procurement capability building programs in
companies across Asia-Pacific attest that cash and capabilities go hand in hand by identifying
and capturing substantial savings in capital and operating expenses.
Recent McKinsey research has shown that purchasing leaders—those in the top third in terms of
capabilities—achieve annual purchasing savings and EBITDA margins that are nearly twice that
of the bottom third in terms of capability. Two factors explain the bulk of this performance gap—
superior skills among purchasing professionals, and a leadership attitude that promotes high
performance. The study also showed that the relationship between purchasing capability and
performance is clear across all industries.
Our work with an Asian industrial company illustrates how businesses can shape capabilities
within a purchasing function to deliver performance improvements and sustainable bottom-line
impact. The capability building regime not only delivered significant purchasing savings, but also
built and institutionalized organizational and individual capabilities that have helped sustain high
performance levels within the purchasing department.

The need for improved capabilities
Coming out of the financial crisis, the company—a major Asian industrial company with more
than 200 employees handling annual procurements worth more than US$3 billion—found itself
under pressure from all sides. Cost pressures were mounting, margins shrinking, the global
economy remained uncertain, and competition was increasing. For company leaders, it was
evident that the traditional way of running the business was no longer sustainable. Further, a
review of other companies in the industry showed this company was lagging, not only from a
commercial perspective, but also in terms of operations and safety.
Together, these factors sparked a sense of urgency among the company’s top managers.
They visited companies in other geographies that had completed successful transformations
and were convinced that large-scale change was possible. In addition, they believed success
depended on significant investments in building capabilities in the workforce and commitment to
the program within the top team, which would need to model new behaviors and attitudes.
Confident of the potential they could unleash, the top executives embarked on an end-to-end
transformation of the way they were doing business. Procurement was chosen as a pilot for the
commercial capability building program after a high-level diagnostic and benchmarking study
revealed significant savings potential in this function, that could be captured quickly. The goal
was to showcase the kind of impact that was possible through improved capabilities and to
guide programs in other areas. The capability building program was built around three principles
that resonated within the company:
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 High aspirations. Management set a high bar for their working teams and communicated
these aspirations frequently and consistently to the frontline. The target for procurement was
to cut capital and operating costs by 8 percent to 10 percent, representing roughly US$250
million in annual savings. As the program progressed, “8 to 10 percent” became the mantra
in all communications between management and the procurement staff. Everyone knew
the target and felt accountable for delivering the required magnitude of savings in their own
spend categories.
 Cash and capabilities. The company’s top leaders also issued a clear mandate to middle
managers to build the capabilities of their people as they strived to reach the savings target.
Organizational learning and personal development was seen as inseparable from profitability
improvements. The company hired from external sources for a few selected positions, but
the primary focus was to improve skills internally and develop the existing workforce
 Line-led program. From the beginning, the capability building program was to be led
explicitly by company members who were responsible for their own part of the program.
McKinsey experts were on hand to coach and guide, but top management was clear that the
hands-on work in the program must come from within. This way, individual members of the
procurement team would complete “mini-transformations” of their own spend categories
that would stand alone without outside support.
Guided by these principles, the company designed a capability building program for the
procurement function. The practical goals of the project were to implement and embed
best-practice processes for strategic sourcing, institutionalize organizational procurement
excellence, build individual capabilities, and sustain the improvements through internal coaching
(Exhibit 15). These four goals were consistently communicated not only within the procurement
department, but also to other parts of the organization to create awareness of the program.

Creating a story for change
The first challenge was to strengthen the case for change by building a compelling story based
on facts that was tailored to the procurement team. Detailed diagnostics were conducted to
analyze current spend and overall savings potential, assess organizational capabilities, and
evaluate individual procurement capabilities within the team. The diagnoses were performed
not only to create a compelling change story, but also to draw a baseline against which final
outcomes could be compared. Three diagnostic tools were applied:

Exhibit 15
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 Spend analysis and Commodity Database. Two weeks before the change program
began, McKinsey’s Center of Competence for Purchasing & Supply Management conducted
a thorough analysis of historic spend and made category-by-category forecasts of future
spend based on projected trends in operating expenses and planned capital projects.
Working with the procurement management team, a baseline for spend was delineated.
To validate the possibility of achieving the 8 percent to 10 percent savings target set by the
executive team, commodity-specific benchmarks were used to assess the savings potential
for each spend category.
 Global Purchasing Excellence survey. The team also assessed the company’s
organizational capabilities based on the Global Purchasing Excellence survey, which
allowed the company to compare its organizational procurement skills against those of
the 450 companies globally that have participated in the survey. The analysis also offered
comparisons against anonymous groups in the same industry. Along with benchmark
comparisons of practices such as category management and use of tools and processes,
the survey gave the company an assessment of the internal balance between systems and
structure—such as performance management and cross functional collaboration, and
mindsets and culture (Exhibit 16). The results showed significant improvement potential in
core procurement practices.
 Individual Procurement Capability assessment. A series of interviews with core
procurement team members were used to evaluate the capabilities of individuals. The
results of these sessions were appraised using the Individual Procurement Capability tool,
which assesses 28 procurement capabilities along 11 dimensions. Along with technical
procurement skills, the assessment examined softer elements such as motivation,
teamwork, and leadership. The individual capability curves shown by this effort were
synthesized into an overall individual capability profile of the department (Exhibit 17). Based
on the interview results and personal interests, procurement team members selected three
areas out of 11 as personal focal points. Each team member then agreed with their coach on
a personal development plan, with concrete actions that worked on the focus areas. After
each wave, the interviews were repeated to gauge improvements.

Exhibit 16
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Exhibit 17

Individual Procurement Capability (IPC) assessment tool
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Putting the program in place
Armed with the results of the diagnostics, company leaders designed and implemented a
capability building program to address performance and capability gaps. The program was to
be implemented in three waves, each about 16 weeks long (Exhibit 18).
The first wave was designed to pilot the new approach, proving the savings potential for selected
categories and beginning a shift within the organization toward more commercial-oriented
attitudes. In this pilot, 13 company procurement team members—who soon became the change
leaders for the organization—were supported by six experienced coaches.

Exhibit 18

A 3 wave procurement improvement program
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SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised client example
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The second wave, led largely by the company, was designed to check the feasibility of scaling
up and running the program without the close attention of outside experts, and to test the
methodology on smaller, more complex spend categories. In this pilot, the company team was
increased to 20 members, who were coached by the graduates of the first pilot. The team of
experts was reduced to four.
The final wave of the program focused on embedding the new procurement methodology
throughout the purchasing organization. The pilot structure used in the first two waves was
dissolved, and the newly trained change leaders were re-integrated within the procurement
organization. With new capabilities, they became team leaders and coached the remaining
procurement staff members in the new system. Two experts from the McKinsey Implementation
Group continued to support the transition to ensure that initiatives from earlier waves were
implemented successfully.
The objectives and primary focus of each of the three waves differed, but they each included
elements that have become hallmarks of a true line-led approach. They each featured a
prescriptive, simple process to identify and implement savings initiatives, a 2-week boot camp,
best-practice coaching methods to transfer capabilities quickly, and an approach designed to
drive change through the line.

Prescriptive, simple process
The prescriptive process was tailored to the specific needs of the organization. While the
structure of each wave was similar—with the company setting up the program, building the fact
base, identifying savings initiatives, and implementing the initiatives for the individual categories
being addressed—the content was tailored for each immediate situation. For example, out of the
toolkit of 35 procurement tools, 14 were seen as most relevant to the company’s challenges and
were emphasized (Exhibit 19).
The process had clear objectives and deliverables for each week, allowed participants to build
capabilities quickly, and to pass these learnings on to the rest of the organization during the third
wave.

Exhibit 19
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Two-week boot camps
The first and second waves began with 2-week boot camps. For the third wave, the workshop
format was changed to accommodate several sessions each with 20 to 25 participants—so
eventually the entire procurement team would receive the training. The workshops were
designed to introduce the capabilities needed during that particular wave in a risk-free
classroom setting. In practice, the team picked one spend category and as they learned new
tools and methods, they applied them immediately to that category.
By seeing how the tools would be applied to real situations using actual spend data, team
members experienced first-hand the relevance of the tools, making the lessons much more
meaningful. In addition, because of the joint work of participants in the workshops, tangible
results were visible during the boot camps and before the formal program for that wave began.

Best-practice coaching methods
Throughout the program, coaches employed a diverse range of best-practice coaching
methods to build capabilities within the company. The techniques covered personal
development plans, on-the-job coaching, routine forums to refresh lessons learned, manuals
and e-learning, as well as external experts who helped deepen the learning experience.
 Personal development plans. At the beginning of each wave, the coaches conducted
individual discussions with team members to set personal development goals and define
individual focus areas for the wave. Then, during the wave, the coaches created individual
learning opportunities for participants in line with their personal development plans. During
the third wave, the personal development plans evolved into personal performance plans in
line with the company’s human resources guidelines, and these eventually became standard
tools that were fully integrated into the company’s personal performance review process.
 On-the-job coaching. On-the-job coaching sessions presented opportunities for
participants to get personal guidance tailored to their immediate needs. In each session,
coaches and participants would focus on a particular tool or process and choose a level of
autonomy for the participant (Exhibit 20). For example, the participant might at first simply
observe the coach doing the work. Later, the participant might do the work with the coach
or alone, with the coach setting up the task and offering direct guidance. And finally, the
Exhibit 20
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participant would have complete autonomy. By being explicit about the degree of coaching
given at each stage, the participant can take on new responsibilities at a deliberate and
comfortable pace.
 Routine refresher sessions. Once change leaders are applying their new skills on the
job, regular lunch-time forums—twice a week for 30 minutes—helped refresh the new skills
and addressed any questions. During the first wave, these sessions were conducted by the
coaches. Company team members took over the sessions in subsequent waves
 Manuals and e-learning. Folders with reading material on all the tools allowed
transformation team members to learn at their own pace and refresh their knowledge on
demand. These manuals also directed team members to e-learning modules that were
available to those wanting to explore specific content further, for instance around total cost
of ownership. Online tutorials in the e-learning suite allowed team members to become more
comfortable with new tools before applying them in practice
 External experts. Wherever an opportunity arose, external experts on particular topics
were included in the program, either in person or by videoconference. McKinsey’s China
Sourcing Center, for example, supported efforts to expand the company vendor network
for some spend categories. The center not only helped the team identify potential suppliers
in China, but also assisted with the pre-qualification process. The Center also supported
the procurement team members by organizing supplier visits, providing language support,
preparing team members to avoid cultural pitfalls while negotiating with Chinese suppliers,
and other aspects of Chinese sourcing.

Driving change through the line
To ensure that capabilities were embedded in the line from the beginning, a collection of tools and
process routines was established. TEX, an improvement management software package, was
deployed to track project impact automatically, as well as individual performance by members
of the project team.7 A daily routine was established to ensure a high level of process discipline
among team members. For example, the routine included daily stand-up meetings, where team
members presented short updates of the previous day’s achievements, a plan for that day,
and coordinated their work as needed with other team members. Visual management—team
calendars, daily activity lists, savings tracking boards, posters with tools and frameworks, and
other measures that created increased transparency—signaled the new way of working. Also,
a team barometer that measured the satisfaction of company team members against project
progress ensured that issues and concerns could be identified and addressed immediately.

Making change stick
Sustainability was a vital feature of the capability building program. For this company, four
specific initiatives were put in place to try to ensure that the improvements would stick.
First, the first two waves of the program were explicitly designed to train the trainers.
Procurement team members who went through the program were not only expected to
be change leaders, but also coaches who could teach the new methods to others in the
organization and help them with the new tools and processes. Their role as internal coaches
began in the second wave and continued into the third, improving their skills based in part on
feedback received from their earlier efforts.
Second, each company team member took ownership of one of the tools learned in the first
wave and became the internal expert for that tool, fielding questions and other feedback. One,
for example, would become “Mr. TCO” (Total Cost of Ownership), learning everything about
the tool from the coaches, and serving as the TCO guardian going forward. This practice
7 The TEX software has recently been replaced by “Wave,” an end-to-end, Web-based initiative portfolio management tool
that links strategy with execution to help organizations deliver impact more effectively. The tool supports change leaders
managing major programs or a portfolio of projects, business owners managing a pipeline of initiatives, and project
managers tracking initiatives and actions across teams
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helped to ensure that all tools had a home in the organization and their use wasn’t neglected.
This approach set the foundation for establishing a Center of Excellence that would eventually
be responsible for all the tools and would encourage the development of communities of
practitioners around individual tools that reached across departments.
Third, along with the category emphasis, the capability building team worked on several
enablers that complemented the program. The procure-to-pay process was revised and
automated as much as possible to allow procurement staff to focus on strategic category
management and minimize the administrative burden. A performance management and
tracking system was designed and put into use, with TEX as a central component. And finally,
the company launched a “way we work” initiative to address the cultural transformation needed
for the new emphasis on performance.
And fourth, the procurement organization established a Center of Excellence to ensure
improvements were sustained and the program continued to spread throughout the
organization. The Center was established as the custodian of the new procurement
methodology, central knowledge repository for procurement-related information, and home
for special initiatives such as procure-to-pay automation, the “way-we-work” program, and
the China sourcing effort. The Center of Excellence was also tasked to train new hires and offer
renewal sessions for others.

Impact well beyond the target
The initial impact of the transformation program surpassed all internal expectations. At the end
of the 3-wave program, savings initiatives were identified that were worth 29 percent of capital
expenditures and 16 percent of operating expenses, well beyond the 8 percent to 10 percent
reduction target for each set by senior management.
For several categories, negotiations had begun during the 3-wave program and contracts were
being signed. In some cases, these quick wins delivered operating cost savings of more than 20
percent, boosting the team’s overall confidence and showcasing the program’s impact to the
wider organization. When the first contract was signed under the new system, delivering savings
of US$20 million, the entire team was included in the celebration. As implementation continued,
similar success continued to be celebrated.
Capability improvements were also stunning. Average scores in the Individual Procurement
Capability assessment rose by about a third from an average score of 1.7 to 2.3 by the end of the
three waves (Exhibit 21). Some individuals showed even more impressive improvements. Also,
during the program, new leaders emerged in the company team, and some of the younger team
members, equipped with enhanced capabilities and new self-confidence, thrived under the new
performance-based system and were marked as rising stars in the organization.
More difficult to measure, but no less real, a distinct cultural change was obvious throughout
the organization following the program. For example, before the program procurement was
often treated as an administrative function for processing purchase requests, but with their
new capabilities procurement team members began engaging proactively with technical
departments and engineers to define specifications and look for alternative vendors. Improved
internal communication allowed the organization to speak with one voice to suppliers and other
external partners. Communications within procurement also improved greatly. Morning standup meetings, visual management, and occasional departmental chats over coffee and cookies
to discuss shared issues kept everyone talking.
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Exhibit 21

Improvement in individual procurement capabilities
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Unleashing long-term value through
operations excellence
Dr Tomas Koch, Dr Gernot Strube, Khoon Tee Tan

For many companies, operations—the very core of their business models—can become an
Achilles heel as legacy attitudes and entrenched habits block performance improvements.
Building operations capabilities can unleash tremendous efficiencies and performance
improvements that link directly to a company’s profitability. Scale and inertia often combine to
make it difficult to change how these ongoing activities are carried out and to reap the potential
benefits.
But change is possible. A capability building program at a large Asian energy company triggered
cumulative operations savings of about US$500 million within the first 2 years. The success
was based on early wins that helped build momentum, a balanced view of which capabilities to
address, and a line-led approach, in which line managers with responsibilities for profitability
took ownership of the effort.

Shaking off legacy habits
With annual revenues of more than US$50 billion and more than 10,000 employees, the energy
company found itself at a crossroads. Demand for its products was increasing, but low operating
efficiencies prevented it from taking full advantage of the favorable market environment. As a
state-owned enterprise, it was held back by an entrenched bureaucratic culture, and these
legacy attitudes were difficult to shake off. In addition, government stakeholders eyeing an
eventual privatization were demanding better results from the company.
Recently, the company launched a transformation program that centered on its oil units,
including exploration and production, refining, marketing, and trading. Through a combination of
operational excellence and strategic investments, the company’s goal was to create a modern,
world-class oil portfolio. With refineries spread across remote locations on different continents,
reaching their aspiration would not be easy.
In putting the capability building program together, top management directed their efforts
around three central principles:
 Double-pilot rollout. The program was designed in two stages. The first concentrated
on gaining quick wins to demonstrate the program’s bottom-line impact and build critical
momentum. The second emphasized piloting internal institutions to embed changes into the
fabric of the company and promote sustainability
 Holistic focus. To achieve maximum impact, leaders took a balanced view of the
range of capabilities that would be built. Technical systems, management infrastructure,
attitudes, and leadership would all be addressed to push performance improvements and
sustainability
 Line-led approach. Line managers would take ownership of the program at all stages,
guided by change leaders who acted as coaches on decisive topics. A standardized set of
capability building modules would accelerate the training and rollout.
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Quick wins to establish momentum
Following a 10-week diagnose and design process, the company began the first stage of its
capability building program, which focused on demonstrable impact through quick wins and
on building the momentum for change. This stage of the operations performance improvement
effort would be delivered in three successive waves to the company’s far-flung refineries over 2
years. The sequenced approach was designed to use scarce training resources effectively, and
in addition successive waves would build on the successes of the previous wave.
As the program came to each refinery, initiatives were launched that reached across its
operations and deep within each unit to attain maximum impact. This approach allowed the
company to implement operations changes quickly throughout the plant while ensuring that
specific efforts within each unit delivered the greatest improvements.
Each element of the capability building program addressed four essential aspects of operations:
 Technical system. Within the technical system, two types of improvement opportunities
were identified and tackled—value creation opportunities, such as optimization, fuel
reduction, and loss reduction; and value protection opportunities, such as safety and
reliability improvements
 Management infrastructure. The emphasis here was on performance management, and
measures included building clarity around key performance indicators by ensuring that these
metrics cascaded throughout the plant’s hierarchy, and by ensuring visual management or
creating transparency around operational standards
 Attitudes. Individual attitudes also had to be adjusted to achieve the program’s full potential.
Initiatives here focused on improving the overall performance culture at the plant and aligning
leaders to top management’s vision for the future
 Leadership. Initiatives also focused on improving leadership culture and behavior,
particularly among the plant managers. In addition, capabilities in coaching and developing
subordinates were enhanced.
The programs were delivered in standard formats at all locations and featured a variety of
adult learning techniques, including boot camps, to encourage understanding and retention.
Typically, boot camps were held every 3 to 4 months to assure rapid dissemination of the new
approach to operations.
In addition, internal members of the team were offered programs that emphasized building their
own capabilities and developing their leadership skills. To supplement the boot camps, their
sessions included tools-down days every 2 weeks that targeted near-term skills development.
During tools-down days, team members would step away from their routine work to share their
initial progress and receive feedback from colleagues. Although more informal than boot camps,
these sessions gave participants personal coaching and individualized guidance on some of
the more practical skills they were learning, such as how to influence senior managers or handle
conflict.
The first stage of the company’s capability building program was an unquestionable success.
Within 2 years, the quick wins brought about US$500 million in cumulative savings through, for
example, production increases, better plant reliability, and greater energy efficiency.
Such a holistic approach to delivering impact while building line capabilities has been applied
in many companies across a variety of sectors. Over the past 5 years, for example, chemicals
manufacturers, cement producers, and power generation plants (among others) have delivered
bottom-line impact and developed a cadre of operational and change leaders using this
approach.
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Embedding the changes
The next stage of the company’s capability building program shifted focus. After proving the
value of the program through quick wins in the first stage and building momentum for change,
the company sought to scale up the effort and institutionalize operational excellence while
continuing to deliver performance improvements.
These efforts would help sustain the operations improvements already achieved, develop
additional capabilities, and renew the commitment surrounding the transformation. In particular,
the second stage worked across three dimensions:
 Performance. Maintaining and improving further refinery performance through additional
value creation initiatives and performance management
 Process. Creating a production system to capture, codify, and institutionalize standards for
operations excellence across all the refineries
 People. Establishing an Operations Academy, a centralized system for building capabilities,
supporting the production system’s development, and helping develop and disseminate
operations standards.
The production system was central to embedding operations excellence in the company’s
fabric. As part of their work in developing the system, top managers and change leaders
visited Toyota City in Japan, where they learned the basic principles of building a world-class
production system and were able to imagine such a system as part of their own operations.
Top managers deliberately chose a company outside the oil industry to explore universal,
fundamental principles of best-practice production systems. The crucial learning from the visit
and other studies was that the best production systems go well beyond technical manuals to
embrace a holistic perspective that links guiding principles and specific tools.
The company created its production system around three core elements. “Vision” articulated
the company’s overall philosophy and goals. “Principles” were the fundamental concepts that
would help achieve the vision. “Processes and Tools” were the practical measures, aspects, and
frameworks that would govern all operations activities (Exhibit 22).
As with other parts of the capability building program, a pilot program was used to test and
demonstrate the value of the production system before it was rolled out further. The pilot focused
Exhibit 22
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on plant turnaround maintenance. The process was divided into 10 steps, and each step was
implemented in sequence. After each successful implementation, the process was carefully
codified (Exhibit 23).

Special focus: Operations Academy
The Operations Academy was a critical element in sustaining the improvements achieved during
the company’s capability building program and deserves special attention. By creating the
Academy, the company built a central repository for its best thinking on operations excellence. In
addition, the Operations Academy was an integral component of the production system.
Four pillars—the school, the book, the system, and the people—were essential to the design of
the Operations Academy (Exhibit 24).

The school
The school, or structure of the Academy, was built around a model refinery that showed how
specific operations initiatives could be put into practice. The model refinery was established on
the site of the first pilot and new participants could go there to witness the processes, tools, and
attitudes that led to operations excellence.
In addition, the Academy supported the Center of Excellence—the evolved status of the
operations performance improvement initiative, which was now the custodian of the production
system. The Center of Excellence was part of a three-tier system that included a knowledge
management system and communities of practitioners.

The book
The book represented the curriculum of the Academy. Its purpose was to identify training
modules required to support the capability building program as well as employees whose
participation in these modules would bring further performance improvements. Modules were
evaluated based on their impact on performance and sustainability and on their potential to
improve the execution of routine tasks, problem solving skills, and coaching.

Exhibit 23
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Exhibit 24
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Codify process as
part of standard
approach

Replicable:
Transfer approach
to other units
through academy

Academy pilot

Elements of
Operations
Academy

The school
Role model unit that
serves as the
learning center for
other units

The book
Structured
curriculum and
codified
competencies

The people
Group of experts
and practitioners
play role as faculty

The system
Centralized function
serves as the center
of operations
excellence

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised client example

In addition, the book would develop appropriate approaches to deliver these training modules.
For many, a mix of classroom teaching and on-the-job coaching was the most effective method.

The system
The system was a performance management approach that focused on plant performance and
personnel development. In a state-owned enterprise, performance management is particularly
challenging because of legacy attitudes and external pressure to focus more on social factors,
such as retaining jobs, rather than profit.
To make the performance management system effective, the company developed creative ways
to build informal sources of motivation, such as peer pressure. Among these measures were
individual capability tracking of change leaders and line managers; peer benchmarking within
refineries; plant performance transparency at headquarters; and regular monthly performance
dialogues among the plant managers and the COO.
During the maintenance turnaround pilot, these informal forms of pressure were helpful in
keeping to schedule and building capabilities in more than 1,000 contractors and 500 frontline
staff in less than 6 weeks. Previously, without such pressure, similar projects were often delayed
and delivered uneven capability levels among contractors and frontline staff. In these cases,
performance remained low and accidents occurred.

The people
The people dimension represented the need to create a critical mass of trained staff in each role
to implement and sustain the capability building program. A train-the-trainer approach was used
to scale up the program rapidly throughout the organization. First, managers were trained in
new processes, tools, and attitudes, as well as in how to pass this knowledge onward. The initial
cadre of managers then assumed the roles of teachers and coaches. The company estimated
that each trainer it trained was able to pass on the learnings to more than 250 others.
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Success continues
While the first stage focused on quick wins, the second stage focused on developing institutions
to sustain the transformation. The operations improvements delivered early in the program
continued to deliver impact to the bottom line, with cumulative savings to date reaching more
than US$680 million. In addition, the optimization process is expected to deliver another
US$300 million in savings during the next stage of its rollout.
Beyond the balance sheet, however, production system improvements and the Operations
Academy built capabilities throughout the company’s large workforce and contractor network.
More than 1,500 people were touched by a program that quickly brought performance
improvements by using a highly structured approach emphasizing practical experiences.
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2.3. Driving growth with
supply chain performance
improvements
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Driving growth with supply chain
performance improvements
Dr. Mads D Lauritzen, Gregory Otte

Capability building initiatives are not always about blazing paths out of crises. Continuous
performance improvements are often necessary even at the best companies to safeguard
market positions and anticipate future demands. In many cases, a radical overhaul of supply
chain management capabilities can provide the confidence needed to move calmly ahead.
A global household products manufacturer with plants throughout Asia faced such a dilemma.
The company was dominant in its product markets, but faced pressures from new competitors
and other sources. Top management moved quickly to revitalize the company’s capabilities. The
need for greater flexibility and agility made supply chain management the natural focus for its
efforts.

Building on a solid foundation
The manufacturer was in a leading position before launching its capability building program. It
already had dominating market shares in many of its markets in Asia. Its production plants had
the highest overall equipment effectiveness 8 of more than two dozen global peers, and, at 96
percent, its service level was a notch above the industry benchmark of 95 percent.
But company leaders wanted more. With a focus on fast-growing markets, they wanted to
double revenues in Asia within 5 years and set the stage for continuous profitable growth. To
accomplish this, top management planned to reinforce its leading market position, move further
into new markets, and become sufficiently prepared to respond swiftly to changes in their
markets. Supply chain excellence would be crucial to achieving these goals.
Market challenges came from a variety of sources. For instance, China alone was growing
by about 30 percent annually. At the same time, developed markets showed sharp shifts
in demand, triggered by aggressive promotions by retailers (Exhibit 25). In such a highly
volatile environment, excellent demand management was needed to deal effectively with the
unpredictable growth in emerging markets and aggressive promotions in developed markets.
New channels were also growing quickly in many markets. The rapid acceptance of
e-commerce in China, Japan, and South Korea, for instance, created major distribution
challenges—particularly for goods manufacturers that wanted to serve consumers directly. New
channels brought the need for new capabilities. For example, e-commerce required a more
responsive distribution system, the ability to handle small orders, narrow delivery windows,
shorter lead times, and more complexity around stock-keeping units (SKUs).
Aggressive new competitors with low costs and innovative products were also entering
the company’s markets. Faster time-to-market for new products and improved delivery
performance was needed to face these new competitors and satisfy retailer needs.

8 Overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) is a common metric of manufacturing efficiency
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Exhibit 25

Promotions in modern retail cause disruptive demand spikes
Sales pattern for representative promotional stock-keeping unit (SKU); ‘000 cases

Promotion month

SKU# 11009533 (A SKU)
360% uplift

5.5
5.0

300% uplift

4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0

Average
(without
promotion)

1.5
1.0
0.5
0

J

J

A

S

O

N

D

J

F

M

A

M

J

J

A

S

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised case example

And finally, the company and others in the industry were moving toward centralized production
hubs for premium products at locations with more highly skilled labor such as Singapore and
South Korea. Moving away from an outdated one-country-one-plant strategy required improved
coordination of planning and material flows across the various sites.
Also, the manufacturer faced challenges within its corporate culture that were more implicit. In
particular, ineffective communications was leading to a silo-mentality and blocking effective
demand management processes. For example, because sales staff didn’t trust production
units to deliver needed quantities on time, they tended to overestimate their demand forecasts.
Knowing this and not wanting to build up excessive inventory, production managers would work
out their own forecasts, which they shared with suppliers. Demand management processes
had to juggle three versions of demand—the true forecast, sales-overstated forecast, and
production’s refigured forecast—leading to poor service levels, high inventories, and customers
who were the final victims of internal mistrust and miscommunications.
Top management chose to respond swiftly to these opportunities and challenges by launching
a sweeping supply chain capability building program to secure sustainable performance
improvements. The program had five primary objectives:
 One-for-all design. Operations and the supply chain system should be designed to
accommodate all plants throughout Asia. The systems should be designed to adapt easily to
growth, include robust processes and tools that are consistent across countries, and allow
regional coordination, for example of sales and operations planning
 Centers of Excellence. Selected plants would be showcases for superior capabilities
that could be adopted broadly throughout the organization. For instance South Korea,
could excel in innovation, and China could excel in distribution. These plants would serve as
knowledge radiation hubs to strengthen performance and standardize practices throughout
the organization
 Scale and sustainability. Capabilities would be built at scale with an emphasis on
sustainability. A supply chain academy would be the focal point of this effort and charged
with standardizing training modules that define how the company approaches essential
supply chain disciplines—such as inventory management, transparent career tracks, and
accreditation programs for rising stars. These elements would help enable a rapid rollout
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 Performance management. A global performance management system would be
established that included standardized key performance indicators, as well as regular
regional and local performance dialogues
 Cross-functional decision making. Effective cross-functional decision making would
be encouraged to break the silo-mentality. The solution needed to cover systems and
processes, and create a common language around supply chain management.

Line-led implementation
In design, the program closely followed McKinsey’s capability building framework. It was a lineled effort, with line managers holding direct responsibility for profitability taking charge of the
initiative from start to finish. This approach allowed the manufacturer to achieve impact at scale
quickly and sustain performance improvements.
Five elements were especially helpful in driving the success within the program:
 360-Diagnostic. During the diagnose and design phase the company conducted an
internal self-awareness survey to establish perceived strengths and weaknesses. Using
McKinsey’s proprietary 360-Diagnostic tool (Exhibit 26), the survey reached employees at all
levels, from plant operators to senior managers. Employees answered 70 questions along 16
criteria essential for success. The results were especially useful in demonstrating the need for
change to junior and middle managers, who were not as familiar with the financial or strategic
case for the transformation as senior leaders.
 Capability boot camps. Boot camps for designated change leaders were essential. A
line-led capability building program requires not only passion from the line managers, but
also in-depth knowledge of the new tools and processes and coaching and influencing skills.
Each week-long boot camp covered a full spectrum of training modules, presented basic
tools such as 7-step problem solving, and took the participants through an individual case,
exploring diagnostics, design, implementation, and sustainability (Exhibit 27). Participants
were given targeted training, individualized coaching, and on-the-job practice, as well as
instruction in leadership and interpersonal skills.

Exhibit 26

McKinsey’s 360-Diagnostic tool—70 questions clarify case for change
Excellence area

1 = Poor

Further development area

5 = Outstanding

Strong emphasis on safety,
health and environment, (SHE)

High satisfaction
of employees

“Second hat” 2 and
enhanced visual
management system

Insufficient reward
for performance

1 Result with all perfect points are excluded from unbiased statistical analysis
2 It is encouraged to build up multiple skills through job rotation
SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised case example

Improvement area for
problem solving skill
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Exhibit 27

Change leaders capability building boot camp
Day 1
Introduction/
Theme Team building

Day 2

Day 3

Playbook
learning 1

Playbook
learning 2

SCM model exercise
(Beer Game)

Inventory
management

Day 4
7-step problem
solving skill learning

09:3010:30
10:3011:30

Kick-off meeting

7-step
Problem solving

11:3012:30
12:3013:30

Lunch

Lunch

Lunch

Forecasting;
Sales & Operations
Planning

New Product Launch

Aspiration setting

Lunch

13:3014:30
14:3015:30
15:3016:30
16:3017:30
17:3019:30

7-step
Problem solving

Key learnings
▪ Boot camp enables
clients
– To buy into the
necessity of endto-end planning
– To learn content
of end-to-end
planning
– To build coaching
capability

KPI dashboard
Coaching &
teamwork

Free time
Free time

Debrief

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised case example

 Field and forum approach. The boot camps provided solid foundations and were augmented
by additional training using adult learning techniques that combine classroom work and
practical experiences—the field and forum approach (Exhibit 28). Every 2 weeks change leaders
were brought together for 3 days for problem solving and discussions with functional experts.
The rest of the time was spent in the field, practicing the new capabilities in real situations. The
approach assures impact by presenting targeted skills training at the appropriate time in the
transformation cycle, sharing best practices across sites, and creating internal relationships that
can become the basis for future knowledge sharing and collaboration.

Exhibit 28

A field & forum approach—based on a standard 2-week cycle
Forum in HQ

Field in home office

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

AM

Travel

9-11: Inventory
training

10-11: Regional
PMO meeting

8-10: Weekly team
meeting

11-12: Feedback
sessions

PM

2-4: KPI training

2-3: Forecast training
3-4: New Product
Introduction (NPI)
training
After 4: Prepare for
Project Management
Office (PMO)

2-4: Soft skill
training

2-4: Soft skill
training with team
members

2-4: Flex time +
Country check-in

Team dinner

Travel

4-6: S&OP training

Team dinner

Field in home office

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

AM

9-11: Promotion
plan reviews

9-12: Sales &
Operations
Planning (S&OP)
preparation

10-12: Supplier
issues follow up

8-10: Weekly team
meeting

11-12: Feedback
sessions

PM

2-4: KPI
performance
dialogue
(by country)

2-4: S&OP
problem solving
(by country)

2-4: Inventory
problem solving
(by country)

2-4: Forecast &
NPI problem
solving
(by country)

2-4: Flex time

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised case example
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 Building trust. To overcome internal barriers, the company needed to build greater trust
among the various functions. An essential step was to develop a common language and a
shared view of the future. Before the program, for example, sales looked at monthly revenue
by category as a key metric, while production emphasized units produced on a daily basis
per SKU, making it difficult for the two to agree on a clear action plan. Using McKinsey’s
proprietary Compass tool (Exhibit 29) the company automatically extracted data from its
enterprise software system and created a common view of its status—a single source of
“truth”. Weekly sales and operations planning meetings could now focus on questions such
as how production would be affected by certain promotions, or the customer impact of late
container arrivals, rather than sorting out the various view each participant held. Crossfunctional decision making improved dramatically, as did mutual trust.
 Doers, not observers. Company leaders at all levels were the clear owners of the program,
with McKinsey experts serving as guides. Clear internal roles and responsibilities were defined
with an emphasis on building ownership quickly. The actual work was carried out by internal
teams as a way to build a strong sense of individual ownership and sustainability. In addition,
feedback sessions every 2 weeks with senior management and work stream owners provided
venues for regular performance dialogues, which also helped sustain the effort.
Exhibit 29

McKinsey’s proprietary Compass tool
1
P ar t #

Inve ntory
C os t ($)

P N 1 23
P N 1 24
P N 1 25
P N 1 26
P N 1 27
P N 1 28
P N 1 29
P N 1 30
P N 1 31
P N 1 32
P N 1 33
P N 1 34
P N 1 35
P N 1 36
P N 1 37

$ 36 ,5 61
$ 26 ,5 69
$ 20 ,3 07
$ 10 ,4 34
$ 10 ,2 61
$ 10 ,2 55
$8 ,2 59
$ 13 ,1 32
$ 54 ,1 98
$ 30 ,5 02
$8 ,3 84
$ 61 ,5 16
$ 22 ,7 84
$9 ,3 47
$ 27 ,6 34

A verag e
D e m and v alue
($)
$33 9
$1 0
$30 2
$1 1
$11 0
$12 4
$9 5
$98 3
$1,85 1
$87 6
$47 8
$5,52 3
$5,45 5
$11 4
$3,01 3

N o . of
S h orts

N o. of
Lo ng

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
4
8
11
11
11
12

12
12
12
12
12
12
7
6
9
7
4
0
0
1
0

Week
Are we building
1 the right
products?

2

Can I avoid
upcoming gaps?

3

Will I make
the quarter?

▪
▪

2

3

W eek 1 W ee k 2 W ee k 3 W e ek 4 W e ek 5 W eek 6 W eek 7 W ee k 8 W ee k 9
108
25 88
67
922
174
83
87
13
26
33
15
5
7
82
6

10 4
2 524
12 6
91 9
16 5
87
57
5
40
33
14
9
1
0
1

28
2 524
12 6
91 7
17 8
87
44
30
48
25
6
4
-4
-2
-13

1-3

28
2 52 4
1 26
9 15
1 76
90
27
30
36
21
-2
-1
-9
-2
-21

33
308 3
1 66
9 12
1 74
1 68
35
30
29
33
21
-6
-16
-2
-14

33
30 77
1 71
9 10
1 49
1 39
33
80
33
24
17
-3
-21
-2
-20

33
30 77
169
908
149
121
25
75
29
21
6
-1 2
-2 6
-2
-2 6

4-8

33
3 077
15 7
90 5
13 0
12 1
14
17
22
9
-1
-1 6
-3 1
-2
-3 4

33
3 064
13 2
84 7
15 7
12 1
14
8
15
-5
-14
-20
-38
-2
-41

W ee k
10

W e ek
11

W e ek
12

28
3 06 4
1 32
8 45
1 43
1 21
13
8
12
-6
-17
-25
-42
-2
-46

28
306 4
1 32
109 4
1 30
1 21
13
8
7
-12
-22
-29
-47
-2
-50

28
30 64
1 32
10 92
1 30
1 21
12
8
-5
-17
-26
-33
-51
-2
-54

9-13

Call customers to change
delivery dates for product x
Stop producing product y,
release capacity for product z

▪
▪

Ask marketing to initiate promotion for category z
Make monthly production plan focus on reducing
products containing x

▪

Work with finance to rebalance the quarterly plan considering long term
capacity and material constraints
Consider buying extra capacity for critical red P/Ns

▪

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised case example

Successes mount after 3 years
Three years after beginning the capability building program, the company had reaped
considerable benefits from its supply chain transformation effort. The impact was obvious on the
bottom line, as well as in new relations with suppliers and new skills that permeated throughout
the organization. Successes were seen across many dimensions.
Working capital tied up in inventories was reduced by about 30 percent. To replace disparate
views of demand and production needs, the company set up a “control tower” that brought
together relevant managers from various functions—including sales, marketing, production, and
supply chain management—and created a consensus vision of important operations aspects.
In addition to bringing the overall equipment efficiency score above industry benchmarks, the
supply chain capability building program helped the company reach its highest service level
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rating in 40 years (Exhibit 30). In an example of the new excellence, a product launched using the
new capabilities reached market leadership within 20 months, unseating a 30-year incumbent.
Relations with suppliers also improved. For example, the company launched a joint effort
with one of its largest suppliers to pilot a program for collaborative planning, forecasting, and
replenishment. The program created increased transparency around expected orders and
incorporated daily ordering cycles. As a result, the supplier’s reliability increased from about 45
percent to more than 80 percent (Exhibit 31).

Exhibit 30

Improvements in market leadership position within 6 months
Better service level

96% +2%

~95%

Client is already market leader
▪ Largest player, with 80%
market share

Benchmark

Sept 2009

 Increase service

98%

level by ~2%

In Feb, client achieved
highest service level
(98.1%) in 40 yrs history!

Feb 2010

Better planning

▪ Asian plants achieve highest
overall equipment
effectiveness (OEE) in
worldwide network of >25
plants
▪ Recently launched product
achieves market leadership in
20 months, leaving behind 30
year incumbent

82% +4%

~75%

86%

 Increase F/C1

accuracy by ~4%

Benchmark

Sept 2009

Feb 2010

Better supplier management
x2

 Doubled OEM2 OTIF3 from

>80%

key supplier within 2
months

45%
1. Forecast
2 Original Equipment Manufacturer
3 “On-time, in-full” delivery

Sept 2009

 Increased own OTIF1 from

Feb 2010

90% to 98%

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised case example

Exhibit 31

Supplier reliability doubled

Weekly tracker of outsourced products (shampoo example)

Supplier OTIF1

100

Before:
~45
points

90
80
70

53%

50
30

74%

64%

60
40

Pilot
launched

71%

76%

80%

59%
48%

30%

42%
25%

20
10
0

Jan

Feb

Mar

1 “On-time, in-full” delivery
SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised case example
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Supply chain processes were standardized globally. A common playbook developed by the
Centers of Excellence helped disseminate best practices globally, and shared key performance
indicators that were crucial to accelerating the program throughout the organization.
Altogether more than 1,000 workers went through the capability building program, covering the
entire spectrum of supply chain management, including product development, manufacturing,
procurement, sales, logistics, and marketing. In addition, about 30 “black belt” change leaders
were trained and certified.
And finally, several elements were put in place that helped sustain and renew the capabilities that
had been acquired. Dashboards and other performance management tools were deployed to
foster continuous improvement globally and ongoing knowledge sharing (Exhibit 32). The supply
chain academy and certification program were also instrumental in the success. In addition,
significant qualitative benefits were achieved. But perhaps most critical was the renewed trust
and reinvigorated communications that flooded supply chain operations, supported by a highly
collaborative and transparent sales and operations planning process.

Exhibit 32

Global KPI Dashboard—enabling continuous improvement

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised case example
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Building and institutionalizing project
delivery capabilities
Shobhit Aggarwal, Pierre Avanzo, Amit Khera

Large capital projects are notorious profitability traps. Inefficiencies can quickly accumulate
into cost overruns and expensive delays that threaten the value rationale behind these projects.
Performance improvements brought about by building execution capabilities around these
massive projects can quickly capture hundreds of millions of dollars in savings.
The successes of one Asian oil company illustrate how rapidly a capability building program can
deliver bottom-line impact. Pushed by an ambition to challenge the oil majors in terms of project
delivery, the independent oil company launched a capability building program designed to first
tighten capital project planning and execution and second, introduce a results-oriented attitude
among project team members.

Starting with grand ambitions
The Asian company’s revenues more than doubled in 3 years, making it one of the fastest
growing oil interests in the world. Its market capitalization grew even more quickly. This
tremendous value was created by efficiently delivering large capital projects against multiple
challenges—a feat many thought only the oil majors could accomplish.
As the company began its capability building program, top management was looking
into the future with grand ambitions. They believed excellence in delivering large capital
projects— for example, resource field development and pipelines—would offer a sustainable
competitive advantage that would help it meet these ambitions. The program would focus on
institutionalizing project delivery capabilities that would lead to improvements in completion
times, costs, quality, and safety—the very elements that habitually lead to cost overruns and
delays for these massive efforts.
At the time, the company had projects worth about US$3 billion underway, and these would be
at the heart of its effort to build individual and institutional capabilities. These projects would
allow employees to use their new capabilities immediately, and success would directly impact
the bottom line. Company leaders began charting a course that would deliver the necessary
improvements to its ongoing operations and build internal capabilities. The effort centered on
three core beliefs.
First, it should be a line-led program. While senior management was inevitably responsible
for the program’s overall outcome, the core project team—comprising members from project
management, engineering, procurement, construction, quality, safety, health and environment,
finance, and human resources—were the direct owners of the initiatives and were accountable
for their own success (Exhibit 33). This core team led the program from the beginning, setting
aspirational program targets, diagnosing capability gaps, designing the program, and eventually
piloting and scaling up the effort. This ensured natural ownership among program participants,
which accelerated the program and added to sustainability.
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Exhibit 33

A line-led program
1

Driving the project delivery
principles from the Top

6 Top Leaders—Steering committee

▪ Aligning on strategic
business priorities

▪ Cross functional

Senior project leadership
( 30 people)

collaboration

▪ Identifying leaders
▪ Reinforcing delivery

Project middle management
(90 people)

discipline

2

Driving the project delivery
principles from the Core

Central
projects

+

3
Energizing the
project delivery
principles
throughout the
organization

Procurement
—Projects

QHSE1

mindset change

Finance—
Projects

HR—Projects

▪ Acknowledging

specific
functional/behavioral skills
for improved performance

Operations
interface

Commercial
— Projects

▪

▪ Internalizing and applying
▪ Role model at work
▪ “Learning/re-learning”

All employees
(~500 people)

1 Quality, Health, Safety, Environment

strategic needs
of mindset
change
Opening up to
being led in the
new way of
working

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised client example

Second, the program would encompass the entire operating model. This holistic approach
assured that every aspect of the model came together to support the program (Exhibit 34):
 Management System. The management system detailed how the company managed
delivery of large capital projects by establishing an organizational structure with clear roles
and responsibilities, key performance indicators that cascaded through the hierarchy,
disciplined performance reviews, empowered project managers with sufficient checks and
balances, a corporate project management office, and audits for independent monitoring
 People System. The people system ensured individualized attention to workers at all levels
of the organization to build project delivery capabilities. At the same time, it instilled a common
culture and purpose around excellence in project delivery execution, active collaboration
across functions and businesses in day-to-day work, and a sense of individual ownership
 Technical System. The technical system comprised critical project delivery processes
(such as project management, engineering, procurement, construction, commissioning,
Exhibit 34

A holistic approach

1 The organization
structure,
incentives
performance and
talent management
processes
▪ Organization
structure and
resourcing
▪ Governance
structure
▪ Roles and KPIs
▪ Delegation of
authority

4

2 The right people
with the right skills,
mindsets, behaviors,
and ownership
▪ Focus on people
across levels
▪ Delivery capabilities
▪ Right mindsets—
ownership,
accountability,
collaboration etc

People
System

Delivery
Excellence
Management
system

Technical
System

Momentum for implementation built through
multiple communication initiatives

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised client example

3 Processes, tools,
systems, and assets
configured to create
value
▪ Project delivery
processes
▪ Control mechanisms
▪ IT infrastructure
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and quality, health, safety and environment); tracking and monitoring mechanisms; and IT
infrastructure (such as automated project-delivery tools, e-certification tools, and an online
knowledge management system to aid scalability).
Third, the program would lean heavily on adult learning principles, especially the field and forum
concept (that combines classroom instruction with real work on breakthrough projects) and
coaching. The approach emphasized learning by doing, with participants using their new skills
on real projects that had a noticeable impact on the company’s business. In a cyclical process,
early participants became responsible for passing their new capabilities on to others. The
learning modules were scheduled based on the relevance to the current project stage:
 Early stage. Project planning, engineering change management, cost estimation, risk
management, and stage gate process
 Middle stage. Negotiation strategy, cost control, techno-commercial optimization,
procurement logistics, and vendor management
 Late stage. Contractor management and commissioning readiness.

Designing the program
To target building the right capabilities, the company assessed capability gaps based primarily
on its experiences in recent projects. In addition, a benchmarking exercise using an internal
survey compared the current capabilities of the organization with global and local benchmarks
(Exhibit 35). This built an understanding of the capability gaps that needed to be addressed.
Once gaps were identified, the company prioritized these improvement opportunities based
on their relevance to the project’s targets and their overall importance to the organization. This
assessment formed the basis for the design of the program. The capabilities were grouped within
four functional themes—planning, engineering, procurement, and construction—which were
overlaid by three crosscutting themes—performance management, optimization, and integration
and coordination (Exhibit 36). The result was a clear view of both the capabilities that needed to be
strengthened, and the nature of the program that would be used to build these capabilities.

Exhibit 35

Asian Oil co
International E&P
Asian Best Practice

Benchmarking project delivery skills

Planning

Dimension
Business Case
Development
Steering Concept

Contracting

Value Engineering
Tendering

Offer optimization

Post
project

Project Management Process

Contractor Mgt
Commissioning
Projects Process

Team development
Post Project
Assessment Knowledge Sharing

Element

Scale1

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

0

Target setting
Project business case review
Bottoms-up project budgeting process
Clear milestones and quality gates
Clear allocation of responsibilities
Systematic consequence management
Technical benchmarking
Design to value optimization
Tender award strategy including risk allocation
Supplier market analysis
Supplier audit
Contracting strategy/model
Target pricing
Cost effectiveness comparison
Negotiation rounds
Contractor incentivization/penalties
Vendor activity monitoring
Ramp up planning
Detailed project planning
Project tracking and review
and KPI’s
Incentives
Cross functional
Defined roles/responsibilities
Project manager skills development
Project performance evaluation
Team performance evaluation
Best practices

1 Scale of 5 denotes “amongst the best” and 1 denotes “need significant improvement”
SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised client example
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Exhibit 36

Program themes based on identified capability gaps
Cross-cutting themes
Performance
management
Need appropriate
KPIs, incentives,
reviews

Optimization

Integration &
Coordination

Optimize cost and
time for project at
all lifecycle stages

Cross functional,
cross system,
cross location

Planning

Master integrated planning right from kick-off
Monitor closely

Engineering

Manage concept and engineering management
process tightly

Procurement

Adapt contracting to low capability contractors;
Manage delivery actively

Construction

Drive rigorous micro-plan led coordination and enable
EPC1 contractor for construction management

Functional
learnings

1 Engineering, Procurement & Construction
SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised client example

In synchronizing the approach to these functional and crosscutting themes, individual gaps
were to be addressed, as well as institutional gaps. A variety of desirable individual traits and
attributes were considered by senior and middle managers during a series of workshops. At
the conclusion, they decided the most important traits and attributes for the capability building
program were excellence in execution, a clear sense of ownership and accountability, and active
collaboration with colleagues throughout the organization.

Forums, fieldwork, and coaching
The oil company implemented its program in a way designed to create maximum impact as quickly
as possible. Founded in current approaches to adult learning, the implementation introduced new
capabilities to workers at all levels and within each functional group to support the company’s
overall transformation objectives. Top management believed the basis of success would be
building skills though experiential forums, fieldwork, and 360-degree coaching:
 Experiential forums. Customized learning programs that emphasized experiences were
delivered at forums that included boot camps, training sessions, role-playing exercises,
and self-administered e-learning modules. Topics included functional issues such as lean
construction and contracting strategy, processes such as stage gate and engineering
management, and soft skills such as trust, ownership, and self-knowledge
 Fieldwork. The capabilities introduced at the forums were immediately put into practice.
Each participant was assigned to breakthrough projects that were directly relevant to their
daily roles and clearly linked to bottom-line impact (Exhibit 37). These breakthrough projects
included value engineering of well pads, which generated 10 percent cost savings and 20
percent time savings; end-to-end delivery of most large, critical pieces of equipment to the
project site, often months ahead of schedule; and accelerating the completion of critical path
or pipe construction by 4 months.
 Individual attention. Individual analysis, including 360-degree surveys and selfassessments, were carried out to create individual development plans. One-on-one
guidance from external coaches, other external experts, and internal mentors ensured
individual attention throughout the program. Forums on behavioral topics such as team
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Exhibit 37

A field and forum approach
Assessment of gaps in organizational
capability

+

Assessment and feedback on gaps in
individual capability

Forum 2

Field work

Forum 1

Field work

Concepts learnt
in forum are
practiced in field

Loop
practice
Loop
of of
practice
Loop
reinforcement
Loop
of of
reinforcement

▪
▪
▪

Regular on the job help to practice forum
learning in daily job
Measurement of results/impact based on
delivery performance on live project
Behavioral coaching to change mindsets

▪
▪
▪

Forum agendas are
well synchronized
and crafted as
“working sessions”
Content relevant to next month is focus
on the project
Real-time project data and situations
used as forum exercises
End output from team breakouts of one
forum are used as inputs for next forum

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised client example

building, leading self, and trust were part of these sessions. One-on-one guidance session
helped participants incorporate the learnings from these forums into their daily activities.

Test concept, then disseminate
The capability building program was spread through the organization starting with a doublepilot approach that first tested the concept itself and then focused on bringing the new skills
and attitudes to a broader group of workers. The proof-of-concept pilot centered on a project
team in the corporate office. After the approach was refined based on the results of this pilot,
the program was rolled out to several more project teams. The initial successes from the pilots
helped assure that conviction around the program grew within the organization. Incorporating
lessons from these pilots, the program was deployed throughout the organization.
A critical element to scaling up the program was to codify successful project delivery processes
quickly. The work was led by process champions, who created handbooks and other
documents written by and for company employees, with McKinsey experts adding global best
practice and assisting in program management. Twenty-five processes were codified in this way,
on topics ranging from project risk management to the lifecycle of a stage gate plan (Exhibit 38).
Once these documents were available, the company took measures to assure that the
processes they explained were understood by those who would use them. Introductory forums
on the processes were led by process champions, and e-learning courses were required for
employees who would be using the eight most critical processes. More than 250 people from a
range of departments were certified in various processes once they had studied the basics of
the processes and passed a test based on real-life situations (Exhibit 39).
In addition to e-learning, other technologies were used to accelerate the broad rollout of the
program. For example, automated tools were set up to help ongoing projects based on their
current stage and needs:
 Scope definition and planning. Tools for this project phase covered, among others,
project target setting, interface management and planning, and risk identification and
mitigation
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Exhibit 38

Codifying the processes—Handbooks

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised client example

Exhibit 39

Online certification tool

Snapshot of Online certification tool

Certification approach

▪
Objective

▪
▪
▪

Evaluate the level of
understanding of the
process, among users
Encourage users to go
through the process
handbook
Act as an e-learning
module to help learn
more about the
process

▪
▪
▪

Certification test administered
as an online multiple choice
test
List of questions chosen
randomly from a question
bank
Users who fail to achieve a
passing score have to retake
the test
Score at least 80% to pass

Process control mechanism

▪
▪
▪
▪

Link to Director KPIs to get
reportees certified
Rewards and consequences
Mandatory for new hires
Handover to HR and OilCo IT

▪

Online test, access through
company intranet

▪

Multiple choice test, user friendly

▪

Description for each option to
build deep understanding

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised client example

 Specific execution needs. Relevant tools included technical value optimization,
commercial value optimization, and lean construction and execution
 Overall execution. Tools that aided overall execution performance included
comprehensive contractor management, project resource management, integrated supplier
evaluation, and project performance monitoring.

Sustaining success
The capability building program was a great success across multiple dimensions and brought
clear benefits in terms of capital project delivery. Timelines for these massive projects improved
by more than 25 percent compared with similar projects completed before the program, and
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they stayed within budget while maintaining world standards in quality and safety. The company
estimated overall savings from the program at about US$500 million.
But the work was not over. As part of its effort to sustain the achievements gained from the
program, the oil company implemented a strong knowledge management system. Lessons
learned during each project phase were routinely documented and embedded back into the
project delivery process (Exhibit 40).
Perhaps most important are the internal changes wrought by the capability building program. In
the latest year of the program, self appraisals of institutional and individual capabilities showed a
significant improvement (Exhibit 41). The employees finished the program confident of their new
capabilities and firm in their resolve to sustain their performance improvements.
Exhibit 40

Sustaining success—Knowledge management system

A strong knowledge management practice that ensures capturing and
dissemination of knowledge across the organization through a web enabled
“Lessons learned program”
SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised client example

Exhibit 41

Impact—Individual and institutional

Jul 2011

Dec 2010

Jul 2010

Project impact

▪
▪
▪

Project delivered within stretch target timelines, overcoming delays. This accrued to an overall NPV impact of approximately US$500m
Project delivered within budget as compared to more than 50% increase in budgeted cost for earlier projects
Strong project organization and governance mechanism in place to deliver upcoming projects across the world

Capabilities impact
Significant movement on a pulse survey
Oilco way themes
Ownership &
accountability

Positive movement also visible on individual capabilities

Rating (1 = low, 6 = high)
1

2

3

4

5

6

Average score on a scale of 1 to 6
(1 = low, 6 = high)

Active collaboration
Execution excellence
▪ Planning ahead

▪

Problem solving

▪

Effective
communication

▪

Living the process

▪

Functional expertise

Mentoring & coaching
SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised client example
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Excellence in B2B marketing and sales
Brett Grehan, Katsuhiro Sato

Even companies with great products and services can be stymied by problems in marketing and
sales. Margin leakages and channel conflicts, for example, can bring down the bottom line even
as a handful of stellar sales representatives produce well above average orders. A capability
building program that brings performance improvements throughout the marketing and sales
function can correct these deficits and have a direct impact on profitability.
One Asian basic materials company launched a broad transformation program focusing on
marketing and sales to secure its domestic market and push further into global markets. The
performance target was to improve the company’s overall return-on-sales by at least three
percentage points. To achieve this goal, a multi-year capability building program was designed
that would deliver enhanced marketing and sales capabilities throughout the company and
feature pilot projects that highlighted performance improvements in specific business units. The
first pilot alone increased operating profit in that business unit by more than 10 percent.

Great products, lackluster sales
With annual revenue of more than US$10 billion, the basic materials company was one of the
leaders in Asia. It had traditionally followed a philosophy that if products were excellent, strong
sales would inevitably follow. But the fallacies of this approach were becoming apparent. While
a few sales representatives indeed had the magic touch and brought in disproportionate orders,
much of marketing and sales was left to distributors. Without sufficient monitoring and control
of distributors, this model resulted in significant margin leakages and channel conflicts. The
company didn’t use its marketing and sales function effectively to support its strategic goals.
At the same time, the global basic materials market was rapidly commoditizing, and the
company was beginning to move more aggressively into new markets. It quickly became
obvious that a light touch in marketing and sales would no longer suffice, either at home or
abroad. Top management decided that improved capabilities in marketing and sales could
become an important competitive advantage, and initiated a multi-year organizational effort to
build institutional excellence around this function.
But to succeed, the company’s leaders knew they would have to depart from their traditional
training approach. As with many companies, the basic materials company usually offered
training by presenting high-level concepts and a litany of best practice examples in classroom
environments. Feedback from participants was often negative. They felt the coursework
wasn’t especially relevant to their jobs, and any skills learned were forgotten quickly back at the
workplace. Classroom lectures, no matter how relevant, would not be sufficient for the changes
management envisioned.
Company leaders also felt workers needed a strong sense of ownership in building marketing
and sales excellence for sustainable performance improvements to materialize. As part of the
effort to personalize the program, executives and business unit managers were interviewed
to explore their own goals, issues, and challenges. The dialogues showed a desire to build
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fundamental skills in all aspects of marketing and sales and to bring organizational capabilities
rapidly to the level needed to be a true global player. These needs and aspirations were taken
into account as the content of the capability building program was developed.
After this preliminary diagnose and design phase, the company laid out an implementation plan
that focused on introducing fundamental knowledge and skills throughout the B2B marketing
and sales process. Areas to be covered were strategic marketing, application development,
pricing, product management, customer and key account management, channel management,
sales management, and the co-ordination of sales and supply chain management.
The team selected frameworks and analyses that were relevant to each step of the process,
choosing from ones most likely to deliver performance improvements to the company’s
diversified portfolio of businesses. Tools including cost curve and forces at work analyses for
strategic marketing and pocket margin, Pareto, price band, and sales-profit margin analyses
for customer portfolio management would be the building blocks as the company set out to
institutionalize and sustain the new capabilities (Exhibit 42).
Management was careful to select only a small set of concepts and analyses to introduce
during the capability building program. The effort was the first of its kind at the basic materials
company, and leaders understood progress would come in a series of smaller steps rather than
in one giant leap. More sophisticated components would be added to the mix as the company’s
capabilities grew, but over the course of the program they achieved significant improvements
even with a relatively small set of tools.
Bringing all this together, the program was built around initiatives that were led by line managers,
those with direct responsibility for their individual areas of profitability. This sense of ownership
would be complemented by a training approach based on the latest adult learning principles.
While the classroom environment was unavoidable, programs would focus on experiences,
such as role playing and practical case studies, on-the-job training would be emphasized, and
new capabilities would be exercised at the workplace as soon as possible. Two elements—
capability building using real data from the business units, and pilots that put these capabilities
against actual business challenges and produced genuine bottom-line impact—would become
the hallmarks of the program.

Exhibit 42

Broad M&S capability building toolkit
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SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised client example
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Building skills
For the transformation to succeed, new skills and attitudes had to be learned throughout
the marketing and sales function. To help accomplish this quickly, line managers from every
business unit were integrated into the program from the early stages, giving them a voice in all its
elements and instilling a clear sense of ownership in the capability building program’s success.
The company’s talent development department, which would later evolve into a Center of
Excellence for marketing and sales, guided the capability building program. Among its goals
was to establish new capabilities and behaviors around a specified set of the frameworks and
analyses. This would help create a common language for marketing and sales throughout the
organization—at all levels of management, corporate center, and business units—and make
overall communication and cooperation more effective.
The capability building program began with a series of 4 hour overview sessions that covered
the fundamental concepts of marketing and sales, focusing on basic ideas, and the frameworks
and analyses being introduced. Sessions were attended by peer groups within the company to
encourage lively discussions. Case studies were used to show the practicalities of best practice
behaviors and attitudes. Since participants came from business units and the corporate center
and included top executives and line managers, the sessions were critical to creating a common
marketing and sales language throughout the organization. Altogether, more than 300 people
participated in the sessions. The meetings fostered active leadership at each level and pushed
stronger performance-oriented capabilities across the organization.
Several other measures augmented the effort. For example, the company published a single,
laminated sheet that served as the portable corporate marketing and sales glossary for day-today use. It also built customized spreadsheet tools for standard analyses, easing the burden
for frontline workers dealing directly with customers. Dialogues on marketing and sales issues
among different management levels also became commonplace, adding to the effectiveness of
the program.
The overview sessions were, of course, only the beginning. Business unit sales managers also
participated in hands-on capability building exercises that focused on real-life marketing and
sales challenges. These covered the end-to-end B2B marketing and sales process and followed
adult learning principles, particularly the field and forum approach that combines workshops
and practical experiences under the watchful eye of expert coaches. Each module revolved
around these three elements:
 Forum. Sales managers participated in three 4 hour modules in learn-by-doing workshops
where fundamental skills were developed. This enabled participants to build frameworks
and analyses from scratch using supportive tools and templates. Working with their peers,
participants applied these new tools to sample case data and discussed the business issues
and options that arose
 Fieldwork. Over the 2 weeks immediately following the forums, participants applied the new
tools to their own businesses, using real data and discussing current issues and potential
solutions with colleagues. Many found they were able to identify core issues and potential
solutions quickly, in part by using the frameworks and analyses to see the broader business
perspective. Before, a siloed approach to business units prevented them from seeing this
bigger picture. By using the common language they had learned, managers could harness
the collective expertise of colleagues from other business units against these challenges as
well. Often, the solution was to employ internal best practices. Used at the workplace, these
tools were pivotal in transforming the marketing and sales function from individual excellence
to a collective excellence across business units.
 Feedback. Integrated feedback and coaching sessions were conducted at the end of
each module. Managers presented their real-business applications to peers from different
business units, discussed them from the perspective of marketing and sales, and received
feedback. They were also coached by McKinsey experts.
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Participants enjoyed the learning-by-doing approach, developed skills and confidence, and
were immediately able to realize performance improvements within their businesses. For
example, sales channel incentives were adjusted to remove channel conflicts and product
portfolios simplified to eliminate unprofitable SKUs. They were also trained to pass on the
fundamental skills to colleagues in their own business units, a key feature in the line-led
approach that increased their sense of ownership and helped spread the new capabilities more
quickly.

Pilot and pilot again
Pilot projects within the business units were essential to scaling up the capability building
program. The ability of the pilots to deliver bottom-line improvements in real businesses created
strong momentum across the company, as well as healthy peer pressure among the business
units to build their own institutional marketing and sales capabilities. The projects were also
opportunities to transfer capabilities from McKinsey experts and internal change leaders to a
broader group.
The basic materials company employed a double-pilot program. The first pilot would test the
concept and lead to refinements in the program, while the second assured the feasibility of a
large-scale rollout. Following these two pilots, the capability building program was introduced
further into the organization (Exhibit 43).
Because success is vital to building momentum for a broader rollout, a first pilot typically benefits
from closer attention by company management and McKinsey experts. In the basic materials
company, a business unit was chosen for the first pilot partly because its head showed an
intense passion for marketing and sale excellence and was committed to the success of the
program.
During this pilot, for the first time, a business unit in the company identified margins that were
directly attributable to individual customers. Using Pareto and sales-profit margin analyses,
among others, the unit saw that more than 80 percent of total profits came from only 20 percent
of its customers. Indeed, many customers were not profitable at all (some were even costing the
company), yet they were treated as core customers because of their sales volume. These results,
along with a favorable market climate, allowed the basic materials company to shift customer
coverage and product allocation from low- to high-margin customers (Exhibit 44).

Exhibit 43

A double-pilot program
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McKinsey/client-led
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What was
done
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refine the program

▪

Transfer skills from
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changes leaders

▪
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▪

Initial success
created strong
positive momentum

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised client example
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▪
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Exhibit 44

Over 80% of total operating profit comes from 20% of customers
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SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised client example

In the initial pilot, leaders were careful to institutionalize and sustain the capabilities learned.
Internal champions were selected for each of the relevant analyses and were charged with
keeping the data and analytics up-to-date. They also presented insights based on these
analyses at regular budgeting and sales meetings within the business unit. These measures—
selecting key frameworks and analyses, assigning owners, and presenting and discussing
them at regular meetings—became fundamental to the company’s ability to institutionalize and
sustain the performance improvements it had achieved. Throughout the initial pilot, many sales
representatives questioned this effort to build institutional capabilities, but their skepticism
was countered by the head of the business unit, who offered support to frontline leaders and
consistently showed commitment to the effort. Strong leadership from top management was
essential for the success of the pilot.
The immediate impact of the first pilot was an increase in the business unit’s overall operating
profit of more than 10 percent. In addition, the pilot showed that the new capabilities being
built were relevant to participants’ daily work and had direct impact on business performance.
It enhanced the sense of ownership felt by participants, boosted support for the program
throughout the organization, and fostered a healthy measure of peer pressure among business
unit leaders.
The success of the initial pilot created strong momentum across the company, and the heads of
other business units quickly volunteered to be next to pilot the program. The second pilot was
designed to check the feasibility of rolling out the program throughout the organization. In this
phase, the program was implemented under more typical conditions, with less investment, less
direct intervention from top management, and less involvement from McKinsey experts.
In the business unit running the second pilot, the critical factor was data. The unit ran many
overseas subsidiaries, and because these subsidiaries were given a fair amount of autonomy,
reports to the parent were not especially detailed. As a result, the unit had never collected
sufficient data from these subsidiaries to conduct relevant analyses. This time, however, the
business unit made the unprecedented effort of gathering detailed marketing and sales data
from all of its overseas subsidiaries. After conducting all the relevant marketing and sales
analyses on this data, it presented and discussed the results at a global workshop attended by
the heads of its overseas sales subsidiaries.
One critical insight came from price band analysis, which clearly showed that heads of overseas
sales subsidiaries typically sold products at prices very near those suggested by product
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managers. Little effort was made to negotiate better terms with customers. This realization
triggered an immediate improvement, in part because it led to regular semi-annual dialogues
between product managers and the heads of overseas sales subsidiaries that included
reviewing performance by customer and by product (Exhibit 45).
The second pilot increased confidence surrounding the capability building program, and even
added to the peer rivalry to achieve higher improvements that was spreading through the
company. Both factors helped accelerate implementation of the program.
Each of these pilots comprised three 2-week phases. In the first phase, managers selected
relevant frameworks and analyses and applied them to their business unit. This allowed them to
visualize the full picture of the status of their business from a marketing and sales perspective.
Next, team members in the business unit collectively tackled and identified issues that were
blocking performance, prioritized these, and devised plans on how to overcome them. Often
the solution was internal best practice, for instance to improve the focus on products and
customers, foster better key account management, or execute sales channel management
properly. In the final phase, the team tested their solutions and implemented those that worked.
McKinsey experts coached managers during the pilots and provided customized support so
that capabilities were transferred from coach to practitioner.
As shown in the example from the second pilot, data availability was often a challenge during the
pilots. But participants quickly learned that to deliver immediate impact it was important to push
forward with the best data available and not to wait for a dream data set that was complete and
unquestionably accurate. Analysis must be as fast and efficient as possible, or managers will
resent the time spent away from customers as they wait for results and impact. In addition, stateof-the-art marketing and sales tools were used extensively to reduce the administrative workload.

Looking into the future
With immediate performance improvements from the capability building program secured, the
basic materials company began preparing for the future. Among its efforts to institutionalize
its successes was the creation of a Center of Excellence around marketing and sales fronted
by the leaders that emerged during the capability building program. The Center would run the
marketing and sales capability program, sustaining the effort by rolling it out further to all the
business units globally and continuously refreshing the program.
Exhibit 45
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The pilots put the company securely on the path to achieving its target of a 3-percentage point
improvement in return on sales. Further company-wide improvements were inevitable as the
basic materials company continued its 5 year capability improvement program.
The marketing and sales capabilities program also delivered enduring impact on broader
aspects of the company’s strategy, acting as a compass amid turbulent market changes.
For example, a cost curve analysis conducted during the second pilot gave the company an
early warning that the appearance of emerging Asian players would further commoditize the
industry and make low-cost production a more dominant factor in commercial success. As a
company that focused on high-cost, high-quality products, the alert gave them additional time
to re-examine their business model and convinced top managers even more of the value of topgrade marketing and sales capabilities.
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Harnessing capabilities to build businesses
Dr. Tomas Koch, Katsuhiro Sato, Titaporn Tuchinda

Many Asian companies are primed to step outside their home markets and explore growth
opportunities abroad, and the recent global financial crisis has opened numerous tempting
investment and acquisition opportunities. Without distinctive capabilities to assess risk and
investment value, however, the most promising opportunities could fail to deliver value.
Even in less turbulent times, alliances and acquisitions have been notoriously prone to failure.
One recent study concluded that between 60 and 70 percent of alliances fail,9 and another found
that one in three acquisitions is resold within 5 years.10 And today’s market uncertainties only
make the challenges more difficult.
Further, McKinsey research suggests that companies in Asia-Pacific are finding mergers and
acquisitions particularly troublesome. In a 2011 survey of more than 800 companies worldwide,
respondents from Asia-Pacific companies were more likely to feel that their companies got
less than they paid for in acquisitions or misread market attractiveness. For example, they were
about 50 percent more likely than those outside Asia-Pacific to say synergies weren’t captured
because of weak or inadequate execution (Exhibit 46).
Exhibit 46

Global M&A survey—Asian companies “pay a lot, get very little”
Which of the following, if any, has your company experienced as a result of M&A deals?
Percent; N = 818; region by headquarters; multiple responses; top 2 answers
Overpaid because of overestimated market
attractiveness

24

+20%

Failed to capture synergies because merger
management execution weak or inadequate

40

+50%

20
27

Asia-Pacific1

North America
and Europe2

Asia-Pacific1

North America
and Europe2

1 N = 82 for Asia Pacific; Japan 12 ; Korea 1; Hong Kong 10; Taiwan 4; Thailand 3; Singapore 16; Australia 31; New Zealand 5
2 N = 606
SOURCE: McKinsey & Company M&A Global survey, October 2011

9 J. Hughes and J. Weiss, “Simple Rules for Making Alliances Work”, Harvard Business Review, November 2007
10 M.L. Marks and P. Mirvis, Managing the Merger: Making it Work, Beard Books, 1992
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The survey also showed that companies with strong institutional mergers and acquisitions
capacities were more likely to be satisfied with their results than companies where skills
were centered on individuals. Both execution and the ability to correctly estimate a market’s
attractiveness were strengthened when capabilities were a more integral part of the organization
(Exhibit 47).
A detailed understanding of the risks and opportunities—in essence, recognizing the right
time and the right company or market—will not guarantee success, but it will create the most
favorable environment for success. One Asian energy company launched a program to build
international business development capabilities to better manage an aggressive 10-year,
US$100 billion investment agenda. Despite a number of challenges, including increasing
competition and market volatility, the capability building program helped it establish two
substantial new businesses and a robust pipeline of potential acquisitions and alliances.

Common principles
Every company has unique needs when it looks beyond its home market for growth
opportunities. Size, ownership structure, legacy issues, and business models, demand a
customized approach to international business development. Our work with companies
worldwide has shown two principles—a strategic yet opportunistic approach and systematic
capability building linked clearly to business development—are common among those that have
succeeded.

Strategic yet opportunistic
Business building efforts must be clearly linked to a company’s overall strategy and growth
agenda. However, there must be enough flexibility in the system to take advantage of
unexpected opportunities that arises. While companies grow organically by nurturing current
markets, developing new products or services, or taking current products and services to new
markets, most aggressive movers take an inorganic route using mergers and acquisitions.
McKinsey research has shown that of the 90 companies that were among top 1,000 globally in
both 1999 and 2010, 66 were aggressive acquirers.

Exhibit 47

Institutionalize M&A capabilities to address challenges
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SOURCE: McKinsey & Company M&A Global survey, October 2011
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For successful serial acquirers, mergers and acquisitions are derived from corporate strategy. In
general, they tend to focus on two or three approaches to support this strategy, such as buying
companies to gain scale, to gain scope, to move into adjacent product markets, or to acquire
capabilities that improve performance. With these as their strategic focal points, the companies
then design capability platforms that will bolster them.
The Asian energy company pursued inorganic growth in addition to organic growth. Strategically,
its acquisitions had focused on building scope and accessing new markets. At the same time,
however, it kept watch for opportunistic investments, for example negotiating a deal when the
chance arose to acquire an adjacent business with a very attractive valuation. By following an
approach that was strategic yet opportunistic, the company met its aspirations to broaden its
energy value chain and gain access to Southeast Asian markets over the course of a few years.

Systematic capability building
Successful companies also create systematic and consistent capability building programs that
have obvious links to their business development strategies. These programs not only build
internal investment and acquisition capabilities, they also strive to sustain and refresh these
capabilities.
Effective business development programs must be supported by a variety of in-house
capabilities. Technical skills honed through experience in real deals are needed, but
management infrastructure and people systems are equally important, especially to embed and
sustain capabilities.
Governance must also align with the organization’s strategy. For example, roles, responsibilities,
decision criteria, and incentives should be transparent and support the growth agenda
directly. In addition, deal screening processes must be clearly delineated and proactively seek
opportunities relevant to the company’s strategy. And finally, tools should be in place that are
tailored to different types of deals, ease the investment and acquisitions processes, and allow
individual deal performance to be monitored and tracked to identify improvements and lapses.
At the Asian energy company, two systems in particular were developed that greatly improved its
business development capabilities:
 Deal pipeline. This proactively identified potential investment and acquisition targets, and
tracked the feasibility and likelihood of success completion
 Deal screening system. This evaluated potential deals from a variety of perspectives, in
particular on how closely it fit the company’s strategic objectives.
In addition, an end-to-end talent sourcing and people development process was implemented,
which helped the company effectively hire and develop external talent for key positions.

Structure and capabilities
In designing a capability building program for international business development activities, top
management used a two-pronged approach (Exhibit 48). The first was to build an organizational
structure with supporting systems that would allow newly acquired businesses to incubate and
eventually be integrated appropriately into the larger organization. The second was to develop
distinctive capabilities across merger and acquisition processes, such as screening, to ensure
the system ran effectively and efficiently.

Organizational structure
The energy company understood that it needed to redesign its organizational structure,
including the underlying management, technical, and people systems, to create a dedicated and
focused international business development function. The structure would have to allow newly
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Exhibit 48

Two-pronged approach—spin-off company, complemented by rigorous
capability building
1 “Spin-off”

New
structure and
processes

+
Top talent
supply/
system

2 “Accelerate” through capability building

Domain
expertise

CEO

Capability
mgmt.
office

▪

Projects

PMO

Aggressive internal and
external recruiting via new
value proposition
(approximately 50 people):
– New meritocracy people
system
– Rigorous performance
management

+
Personal
effectiveness

+
Real deal
opportunities

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised client example

acquired businesses time to overcome disruptions brought by the acquisition and eventually be
absorbed smoothly into the larger organization.
To achieve these aspirations, the company effectively created a spin-off of its business
development function, (which was responsible for investments and acquisitions). This newly
created unit was put outside the company’s general organizational structure. It reported directly
to the CEO and was equipped with new structures and systems to make it more flexible and
agile. For example, it developed detailed sourcing and screening criteria that enabled faster
decision making as potential deals were indentified. A focused end-to-end process from
sourcing to due diligence replaced an ad hoc system and created substantial efficiencies.
The spin-off business development function also explored new ways to attract and retain
talented staff. (Exhibit 49). A critical component of the effort was putting in place an end-toend talent sourcing and people development process. For example, in the recruiting phase,
job profiles and responsibilities were clearly defined and the company’s value proposition was
articulated to attract top talent. Staff development was also improved through the use of proper
staffing processes, a mentoring program, open feedback, and the capability building program.
Exhibit 49

Effective HR system attracts talent
Recruiting

▪ Defined job profiles
▪ Compelling company

value propositions
▪ Structured recruiting
process:
– Leverage international
headhunter
– Case interviews
– Soft skills interview with
management

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company

Development

▪ Staffing committee

decides on job rotation
based on projects and
interests
▪ Mentoring program by
senior business executives
▪ Team barometer to gauge
“happiness level” for
dynamic improvement
▪ Capability building and
training program tailored to
team’s international
capability building

Performance
management

▪ Individual KPIs setting

linked to business/
company KPIs
▪ Transparent
performance evaluation
grid of five levels for direct
supervisors
▪ Performance linked to
bonus/incentives and
development/
consequence program
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Distinctive capabilities
Along with structural changes, the energy company set out to accelerate its capability building
program. Using current approaches to adult learning that emphasize a mix of analytical and
experiential instruction, the program was designed for rapid acquisition of new capabilities and
long-term retention.
The design emphasized a blended learning approach that combined forums and on-the-job
applications that allowed participants to practice their new capabilities on initiatives relevant
to the company’s strategy. Integrated coaching was also crucial and included structured
development dialogs and candid one-on-one feedback. This approach was encapsulated in
three fundamental elements:
 Forums. New capabilities were often introduced through classroom experiences (Exhibit
50). These sessions were tailored for each group of participants and supported later by
on-the job coaching. The company crafted five modules to present relevant industry and
functional knowledge—deal partner sourcing, screening, evaluation (valuation), execution
and feedback. Within each module the training curriculum included highlights such as
valuation skills; due diligence simulation and deal structuring; negotiation and presentation
skills; post-merger management and team building; and interview techniques. These forums
were run by industry experts and specialists in mergers and acquisition and corporate
finance.
 Fieldwork. Out of the classroom, breakthrough projects with clear links to unit performance
were used to exercise and hone the new capabilities. Often teams could practice their skills
through real work on ongoing deals. Weekly investment reviews were held throughout the
process, allowing teams to discuss progress on their deals and any decisions that had been
made with top management
 Feedback. Coaching was a crucial element throughout the capability building program.
Developmental feedback was offered in a variety of settings. On-the-job coaching provided
immediate input for improvement. Structured dialogues with supervisors provided progress
feedback in a relatively informal setting. And formal quarterly evaluations offered concrete
assessments of achievements or lapses. The feedback at all levels was constructive and
supportive.
Exhibit 50

International Business Development training curriculum
Strategy

Source

Screen

▪ Translate ▪ Build world-class ▪ Conduct short

Key
activitie
s

▪

strategies
into
potential
deals and
projects
portfolio
Create
“Country
White
Paper”

 Country
strategy

sourcing infrastructure:
– Strategies
– Information
flow/partner
dialogue
– Maximize
local/
regional
presence
– Communicate
out

 Sourcing
infrastructure

▪
▪

screening
process
Target
screening and
selection
Proactively
approach
potential
partners

Evaluate

▪ Conduct thorough ▪ Approach target

▪

▪
▪

 Partner
selection
 One-week
screening

Training
Modules

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised client example

Execution

outside-in
industry and
company
analyses
Conduct valuation
analysis (synergy
values in M&A
case)
Design deal
structures
Evaluate potential
alliance with key
partners

▪
▪
▪
▪

Feedback

▪ Conduct

company with
preliminary offer:
Sign MOU and gain
exclusivity
Open data room and
▪
conduct full due
diligence
Refine valuation
Initiate Post Merger
Management
strategy

 Practical M&A

valuation

 WACC calculation
and cash flow at

risk

 Due diligence
 Setting up
successful alliances
 Deal structuring/
financing
 Effect of M&A on
EPS

Bidding strategy
Binding offer
process
Negotiation
Post-merger
management

post-deal
analysis to
capture
lessons
learned
Ensure
handover
process in
place
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Clear impact quickly
The energy company’s capability building program was quick to show impact that had a clear
effect on results. Within 3 years of inception, the company had entered into a few new business
areas that showed promising growth potential and deals within its business opportunity funnel
exceeded targets. In addition, it had entered a number of developed and developing markets.
Beyond the business impact, capabilities showed a clear improvement within the business
development unit. All team members showed significant progress in their capability
assessments, with most reaching into the “good” levels (Exhibit 51). Five internal trainers
were developed to offer ongoing coaching and development assistance, and a knowledge
coordinator was designated. In addition, the capability building program and training modules
were integrated into the unit’s structure, helping the company sustain the improvements it had
achieved.
Exhibit 51

Acceleration program yields tangible results in 6 months

SAMPLE DATA SET

Program participants’ performance tracking
Scores

Oct 2008

Participant 1

Nov 2008

Participant 2

Dec 2008
Mar 2009

Participant 3
Participant 4
Participant 5
Participant 6
Participant 7
Participant 8
Participant 9
Participant 10
Participant 11
1.0
1 = Need
development
SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised client example

2.0
2 = Good
performance

3.0
3 = Very good
performance

4.0
4 = Outstanding
performance
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2.7. Developing leadership
capabilities
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Developing leadership capabilities
Faridun Dotiwala, Naveen Unni

Leadership in aspirational corporations is much more than the common image of a passionate,
charismatic, innovative CEO. The ability to lead—to inspire, direct, and teach others in an
organization—is a capability that must permeate an organization. As companies grow, their
ambitions are often undermined by a leadership deficit. However, the gap between performance
and potential can be bridged by addressing this challenge directly through targeted capability
building programs.
Working with Egon Zehnder International, a leading global executive search firm, we have
explored the relationship between leadership and performance, as well as the nature of effective
leadership within an organization. The insights from this study have been incorporated into
McKinsey’s capability building framework to construct a program that creates leadership talent
where and when needed to support a company’s ambitions.
To demonstrate how this program can benefit companies, we’ll focus on a long-running effort
at a large Asian infrastructure conglomerate. The company was stymied by its own success.
Having grown very rapidly in the previous decade and with more growth expected in the next
decade, its leadership pool was struggling to keep pace with its success. Between new needs
and the imminent retirement of many senior leaders, the company had to develop about 500
leaders over a 6 to 8 year period.

Capturing “return on leadership”
“Return on Leadership—Competencies that Generate Growth Return”, a report published jointly
with Egon Zehnder in February 2011, took a close look at the links between leadership and high
performance.11 The study combined extensive management appraisal data from Egon Zehnder
with McKinsey’s growth composition data. Altogether, the analysis covered a database that
included 47 companies and 5,560 individual appraisals. We sought to determine the nature of
the relationship between leadership skills and performance, the extent of influence various skills
have, and the core capabilities of success.
The research found that talent is important among leaders, but only exceptional talent makes a
real difference. As expected, the capabilities of executives at companies in the top quartile of our
research pool were about 20 percent higher than those from the bottom quartile.12 There was
a high correlation between executives with “excellent” capabilities and financial performance,
while merely “good” performances showed no correlation. In addition, of all the management
capabilities we analyzed, customer impact—understanding and anticipating customer needs—
had the greatest influence on corporate growth under almost any strategic situation and across
all management levels.

11 For a full copy of the report, visit http://www.mckinsey.de/downloads/kompetenz/organization/Return%20on%20
Leadership.pdf
12 Executive capabilities in eight areas such as thought leadership and people skills were gauged on a scale of 1 (lowest) to
7 (highest) based on interviews, self appraisals and feedback from colleagues
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Contrary to conventional wisdom, all-round leaders—those with a wide range of good, but
not distinctive, capabilities and few weaknesses—aren’t necessarily the best leaders. The
study showed that spiky leaders who excel in at least a few capabilities but are average or even
underperformers in others have the greatest impact on corporate growth. Further, beyond
individual capabilities around customer impact, we found no standard skill set that worked best
for all strategies and at all levels. Most interesting, people leadership skills were not necessarily the
most important for senior executives in every situation. Growth through mergers and acquisitions,
for example, requires the top team to master a set of thought leadership and business leadership
capabilities, while organic growth requires a greater emphasis on people and organizational skills.
Our leadership research found that a small group of excellent leaders is not sufficient to steer an
ambitious business, a fact that is especially relevant to businesses that have grown rapidly. A
critical mass of excellent leaders is required to trigger and sustain corporate growth. To outperform
the competition, organizations must grab, develop, and retain an unfair share of exceptional talent.

A leadership program built for growth
McKinsey’s approach to leadership development is exemplified in the experience of a large Asian
infrastructure conglomerate with annual revenues of more than US$10 billion. The company
had achieved fantastic growth, doubling in size every 4 or 5 years over the previous decade, and
it expected revenues to double again within the next 8 years. The nature of business was also
changing, the value of individual projects had increased three- to fourfold, the work was getting
more complex, and there was a strong imperative to greatly expand its global presence.
The biggest obstacle to its aspirations and continued growth, however, was a shortage of
future leaders who had the required capabilities. Also, many of the company’s senior leaders
were expected to retire within a few years time, adding more urgency to its leadership needs.
Altogether, the company estimated that it needed 500 new leaders to take on important
business roles within 6 to 8 years.
Seeing a potential crisis on the horizon, management made leadership development its top
priority. They decided to embark on a multi-year effort, in three phases, to establish a leadership
engine—develop a pipeline of emerging leaders, create a cadre of entrepreneurial leaders, and
strengthen its overall leadership system (Exhibit 52).
One focus of the effort was to build a pipeline of emerging leaders. These managers would run
small businesses within the organization independently and be ready to move to senior roles
with more responsibilities rapidly. Because of the company’s pressing needs, these budding
leaders would have to be ready to assume responsibilities faster than usual.
Exhibit 52

A self sustaining leadership engine

Phase 2

Phase 3

Gaining critical mass
(Year 2)

Embed and create
leadership engine

Program designed

▪

80 emerging leaders
developed

170 emerging
leaders developed

▪

Leadership systems

▪
▪
▪
▪

Phase 1
Prof. of concept (Year 1)

▪
▪

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised client example

200+ emerging leaders
Systems embedded
Leadership culture in place
Program a way of life
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While the scale of the effort created challenges, the development approach centered on
straightforward archetypes, such as business builders, operations experts, and integrators for
mergers and acquisitions. The approach included large group meetings every 8 to 10 weeks,
interspersed with fieldwork and coaching on breakthrough projects by McKinsey experts as well
as selected internal mentors.
While emerging leaders were being developed, the company had to build a cadre of
entrepreneurial leaders who could create disproportionate value at the senior most levels of
the organization. These senior leaders would steer the business through challenges that were
more unpredictable than those faced by the emerging leaders group. The goal was to prepare
high-potential people for very specific positions that would likely open within a few years, while
improving their performance in their current positions.
The program for entrepreneurial leaders would be very select, accommodating 20 to 30 people
in each 12 to 18 month tranche. The approach would be personal, tailored to each participant,
and include one-on-one coaching and gatherings in small groups.
Along with initiatives targeting emerging and entrepreneurial leaders, the company’s top
management believed leadership development had to be integrated into the organizational culture
to unearth, train and sustain the numbers needed. Three measures were launched to achieve this:
 Dynamic leadership planning. To be most effective, a formal process is needed to
develop a thorough understanding of top leadership candidates, recognize the critical roles
that will soon need to be filled, and match individuals to roles. One valuable structure is a
council of senior corporate leaders and human resource professionals that would meet
regularly in workshops to discuss candidates, gather development feedback, and create
appropriate and individualized development opportunities
 Tuning leadership systems. Six elements of human resource units must be operating in
harmony to produce the best results: recruiting, performance management, professional
development, training, motivation, and retention. A quick test to assure each is functioning
properly is needed, followed by any fine-tuning that is required
 A leadership development culture. To make leadership development a way of life,
a culture of mentoring and role modeling—for example, having courageous and mature
conversations about professional development and personal growth—are needed across
all levels of leadership. Measures to encourage these attitudes and behaviors are critical to
creating a leadership development system.

Finding weaknesses and opportunities
With the overarching objectives of a leadership capability building program in place, the
infrastructure company began a 4 month effort to diagnose weaknesses in the quantity and
quality of its leadership capabilities. The diagnosis would not only set a baseline against which
the results of the transformation program could be judged, but would also inform the detailed
design of the program, correcting any weaknesses that were uncovered and spotlighting
opportunities for improvement.
As part of the diagnosis, the company created a leadership model of the future of the organization,
articulating behaviors that would be desired of its leaders and forming an image of great leadership
in the company’s context. The model is founded on a clear understanding of the company’s
desired future and the unique elements that would drive success in that context. Unlike typical
competency models used by human resources departments, the leadership model focused on a
small set of observable behaviors known to be directly linked to business outcomes.
The leadership model is helpful in identifying archetypes that would be most effective in pushing
a business forward. Each leadership archetype offers advantages in a particular area, such as
operations, business building, or mergers and acquisitions integration. The mix of archetypes
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in a leadership model influences the behaviors that are emphasized, and can be critical to the
success of a transformation effort.
The company developed a leadership model that centered on core values such as integrity
and fairness, team work and spirit, and pride in the organization and its work. These values
were reflected in a series of specific desirable attributes such as taking ownership of work and
finding customer solutions that were linked to capabilities in execution, customer relations,
entrepreneurship, and people skills. Together, they formed an image of the company’s ideal leader.

Multifaceted implementation
Moving beyond design, the company began the hard work of building its needed leadership
skills. Implementation would span several years, but success of the leadership program was
crucial to achieving the ambitious view of the future held by top management. Using new adult
learning principles that focus on analytical and perceptive instruction, the company put together
a program that emphasized six sets of interventions (Exhibit 53).
Each of the six intervention sets reinforced the others and also introduced aspects, such as
exposure to outside experts and continuous improvement processes, that would help sustain
and renew the capabilities beginning built:
 Personal mastery. Participants must have a full sense of their own leadership strengths
and weaknesses. In the program, such personal insight was gained through anonymous
feedback from subordinates, peers and superiors; sessions focused on personal reflections
to help understand patterns from the past that are relevant to development challenges; and
tools such as the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator to comprehend personality aspects that affect
performance. Next, participants prepared an individual 2 to 3 year Leadership Development
Plan that included career aspirations, strengths and weaknesses, and an action plan with
milestones. They also participated in “Lead Self Forums” (the first of a series of forums), which
focused on self awareness and removing barriers to growth and learning.
 Forums. Participants attended a series of forums that covered core aspects of leadership—
leading oneself, others, and businesses—as well as a CEO forum (Exhibit 54). These forums
brought in personal experiences, role playing, and other adult learning techniques to
personalize the lessons for the participants

Exhibit 53

Six sets of interventions

1

2

3

Personal mastery to
discover and unleash self
potential e.g.,

Forums with real
experience that cover
leadership model e.g.,

Learning through
delivery of breakthrough projects e.g.,

▪

▪
▪

Techno-commercial skills

▪

Managing performance
through dialogues—role
play feedback

▪

▪

Personal Insights
Workshop—8 proprietary
tools + expert facilitation
Ongoing coaching

4

5

Personal involvement to
ensure stretch
Learning from peers and
coaching from experts

6

Coaching on both domain
and behavioral topics e.g.,

Development council e.g.,

Special experiences to
create world-class
exposure e.g.,

▪

▪

▪

▪

1 on 1 communication
skills coaching
Personal counseling to
overcome limiting mindsets

▪

Improvement suggestions
specific to individuals
Create new opportunities

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised client example

▪

Visits to best in class
organizations
Exposure to experts from
other industries
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Exhibit 54

Aspects of leadership development—a series of forums
Lead Others
Forum

Lead Self Forum

Performance

Lead Change
Forum

CEO Forum

Management
infrastructure

Superiors

=
Potential

–

Interference
Peers

▪

Participants

Clients
Vendors
Subcontractors

Appreciative enquiry

▪

Iceberg

▪

Balcony & Dance

▪

Creative response

▪

Layered personality

Energizing
mindsets
and
behaviors

Setting aspiration

▪

Telling a change story

Building trust

▪

Game changing ideas

Learning styles

▪

Management
infrastructure

▪

Energizing mindsets
& behaviors

Reports

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Aspiration

▪

Purpose & legacy

▪

Game
changing
ideas

Temperament
Delegation
Networking

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised client example

 Breakthrough projects. An important element of leadership development is enabling
participants to move out of their comfort zones by creating stretch opportunities.
Breakthrough projects—projects critical to the organization’s strategy—were used to give
leadership trainees real experiences that had a visible impact on company performance.
Participants were carefully fitted to each project to ensure passion and relevance to the
participant’s personal development areas (Exhibit 55).
 Coaching. Coaching is critical to tailoring a program for each participant. One-on-one
sessions were important in developing functional and behavioral capabilities, as well as
overcoming personal obstacles. These sessions were led by a variety of internal and external
Exhibit 55

Breakthrough projects (BTP)—opportunities to stretch
BTP Description

Project impact

Personal learning

▪

Securing the
electrical power
system package of a
250 million ton
expansion project

▪

Request for
Quotation
(RFQ)
responded to,
order awarded

▪

Large external
network formed

▪

To achieve the
target, 4 months
before the
contractual
completion date

▪

Completion 5
months ahead
of schedule

▪

Improved
negotiation/
influencing skills

▪

Execution skills

Identify and develop
5 new external
customers for
business unit

▪

▪

Improve
networking skills

▪

Enhanced
business
development
skills

What is a good
project?

▪
▪
▪

Participant is
excited and
passionate
Project is
realistic and has
business impact
The project
challenges key
development
areas

▪

▪
SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised client example

Identified and
initiated
contact with 12
potential clients
3 clients
converted
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stakeholders. For example, mentors (who were typically senior colleagues with a long-term
interest in the participant’s overall development); coaches (typically internal or external
experts who offer advice and support on specific business and behavioral topics); and
guides (who offer structured support through a mix of coaching, advising, and consulting).
 Development council. The development council typically comprises very senior leaders
who meet regularly to discuss the development of the participants in the program. Its
objectives are to provide visibility to participants, enable a high-quality discussion around
their development needs, and provide useful feedback (Exhibit 56)
 Special experiences. To help candidates broaden their exposure, participants also
sought ideas and knowledge from external sources. Formal efforts included trips to other
companies to witness best practices in a variety of areas and meetings with experts from a
range of industries.
Using the latest thinking in adult learning, the program was presented in a field and forum format—a
combination of classroom instruction and discussion, and practical work onsite to exercise the
new capabilities (Exhibit 57). Classroom work focused on acquiring leadership skills, while the
fieldwork put these skills into practice under the occasional watchful eyes of coaches.

The impact—leadership building and financial gain
By embarking on an aspirational capability building program with courage and conviction, top
management had transformed the company in a variety of ways. Results from the program were
evident in the company’s financials, businesses, and leadership talent pool.
A revenue increase of more than US$250 million was directly attributable to the program.
More than 150 breakthrough projects were executed by emerging leaders with results such as
completing projects 2 months ahead of schedule and developing new customers for particular
business units. Senior leaders also delivered legacy projects, for example, reducing the working
capital in a struggling business unit by 40 percent or opening an entirely new product and
service range.

Exhibit 56

Development council—continued feedback
What are my aspirations for the next 3 years at client?
Tower Testing Station — To be well recognized globally

▪
▪

On-going R&D —“New types of structures” for transmission line i.e., tubular structure. After successful
completion of R&D, bid for a Boot Project with this design, win it and implement it
My learning edges
What learning interventions have I undertaken?

1.

Learn to “think big”

2.

Case Studies—Insight into various
management principles/techniques

▪
▪
▪

Financial knowledge
Stand up address to large audience
Intolerance control through meditation

Description of my BTP

▪

Conceptualize/design/construct a Testing Station which meets global benchmarks

Major BTP milestones

BTP impact so far

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

System Design
Design Engineering
Instrumentation
Control Room Building

Challenging
Innovative
80% completed

Fabrication & Erection

Major personal achievements

▪
▪

Dream come true

▪

Instrumentation
consultancy

Understanding testing
station design

Taking my leadership journey forward
What do I plan to do?

▪

Develop upon the 5 part leadership model

Participants present during
first half
▪ Progress vs objectives set out
for behavioral shifts and for BTP
▪ Express concerns—get inputs
from panel
Panel consisting of business
unit and company heads
▪ Discuss participant’s shifts
in behavior and
achievement of BTP
milestones
▪ Discuss future roles and
possible shifts for the
participant
SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised client example

What help do I need?

▪

Continued trust/support/freedom

McKinsey associates and
leadership
▪ Help facilitate discussion
▪ Help present an outsiders’
view
▪ Provide details on his
progress
All relevant guides
▪ Assist in presenting case while
participant in the room
▪ Provide perspectives on
participant’s efforts and
bottlenecks being faced
▪ Provide perspective on his
capabilities
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Exhibit 57

“Field and forum” learning format

Fieldwork
and coaching

Closing event
and certification
(recognition
based on
performance)
leading to new
roles/additional
support

Closing event

Lead change
Forum 3
(2.5 days)

Lead others
Forum 2
(2 days)

Lead self
Forum 1
(3 days)

Prepare

(7 months)
Forums
(class
room) to
cover a
range of
topics

Fieldwork
and coaching

Preparing participants
through process of
induction, feedback to
create awareness and
the urgency within them
to want to change

On the job learning
through delivery of a
breakthrough project,
supported by coaching
and a range of interventions
to embed learning

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised client example

In addition, there was measurable improvement in leadership behavior and job performance.
Individuals were measured on two dimensions—business performance and personal leadership
behaviors. This allowed us to categorize people into three categories (Exhibit 58). Typically, 40
percent were in Category 1, 50 percent in Category 2, and 5 to 10 percent were in Category 3.
As a result of this measurement process, several young leaders were named to lead operating
companies, and even more were designated as design heads, project directors, and business
builders.
Further, to sustain these successes, new systems and a new attitude toward performance were
embedded into the corporate fabric—creating a pipeline of future leaders two to three times
as large as it had been in the past, training a cadre of coaches and guides, and developing an
environment of open feedback and communication.
Exhibit 58

Changes in leadership behavior

Impact on leadership behavior and performance
Visible marked
difference in
leadership
behaviors

5

Good awareness,
energy and action

4

Good awareness
and energy, but
low action
Good awareness
of learning edges
but low energy

1

3

1 Breakthrough projects

1.1 Move into the next role with a
greater responsibility
1.2 Prepare for next role

2.1 Support over next six months
with coaching and guide

2

2.2 Move horizontally to get out of
comfort zone
2.3 Apprentice closely with a
senior leader on an initiative

2

2.4 Craft a new breakthrough
project to create stretch

3

Little awareness of
1
learning edges

No change in
leadership
behaviors

NOT EXHAUSTIVE

3.1 Remove from their current
roles (leave/move)
3.2 Release back into the system
as is

0
0
No
progress
on BTP1

1
Very little
progress
on BTP1

2
3
Progress Good
but no
stretch,
stretch
reasonable
progress

4
Very good
progress,
out of
comfort
zone

Progress on breakthrough projects

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company disguised client example

5
Excellent
performance,
out of comfort
zone
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Model factories create conviction
and confidence
Dr. Mads D Lauritzen, Dr. Martin Joerss, Foo Leong Wong

In many transformation programs, imagining the possibilities can be one of the biggest
obstacles. For senior staff in particular (who may be set in their ways), bold aspirations for
performance improvements in cost, quality, service, volume—or some combination of these—
may seem out of reach. However, model factories can trigger widespread conviction that a
company can reach a much higher level of performance.
While there are many tools that support capability building programs— for example, workshops,
offsite visits, and coaching—few have the power to instill a clear vision of a possible future like
model factories do. These learning environments use operational shop floors, back offices,
and other settings to let participants experiment with new tools and processes, and experience
potential improvements. As part of a holistic capability building program, model factories can
inspire acceptance and confidence quickly across a wide range of stakeholders. The momentum
they help create can be crucial to changing the attitudes, capabilities, and practices of thousands
of employees who are using hundreds of processes and systems at locations around the world.
Working with partners, McKinsey has led the development of model factories in several locations
globally to explore their potential and to offer an exciting new approach to companies engaged
in capability building programs. This investment has created experiential learning environments
that help participants visualize the vast potential for change, train them in many of the new
processes and systems being deployed, and make the core of the transformation program
transparent. Experiences offered by model factories—such as discovering a better production
approach or personal leadership skills—can be trigger points for early belief in the program
among a much broader group.
In addition, some companies have begun building operational, full-scale model factories.
Volkswagen, for example, is developing a series of “lean centers,” based on the model factory
approach. Participants test production improvement options for impact on efficiency, quality,
and ease of use. Governments and universities are also creating their own model factories.

Using experiences to break inertia
Experiential learning, an approach that emphasizes experiences rather than classroom
lectures, is at the heart of model factories. Research has shown that adults retain their training
much longer if they learn by doing something, rather than just attending a lesson or seeing a
presentation (Exhibit 59).
Learning skills from doing actual work is far from new. Apprenticeships and internships are
examples of this approach. More recently, guest services industries have used working hotels
or restaurants as effective training grounds. Model factories take the concept further. In addition
to teaching necessary capabilities, they provide an environment that allows participants to
understand the current state of their processes and systems, an aspirational future state, and
the path between the two. They are also valuable tools for marshalling support, even among the
most skeptical, as well as for developing capabilities at scale quickly.
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Exhibit 59

Experiential learning

Recall after 3 weeks
Recall after 3 months

I hear and I forget,
I see and I remember,
I do and I understand
Confucius

Learning by …
Hearing

Seeing

Doing
85%

72%

70%

65%

32%
10%

SOURCE: John Whitmore: Coaching for Performance, 2002; based on IBM and UK Post Office research

Path to the future
Unlike, say, model homes, model factories do not present an idealized version of reality and
ask visitors to accept it as possible on face value. Model factories are not showcases for best
practice and do not offer as a fait accompli a factory the follows highly efficient processes and
achieves excellent performance.
Instead, model factories present program participants with the current state of affairs—for
instance, a shop floor running in sub-optimal conditions. Operational plants (with for instance,
lathes, milling machines, and other equipment), turn out products such as tripods and electric
motors. Program participants begin by learning some basic transformational tools—such as
takt time and waste elimination—and are then set free to explore ways to improve shop floor
operations. More advanced tools—such as production leveling—are gradually introduced.
Participants quickly understand the full potential for improvements, and test their ideas in
the model factory. Typically within the first 2 days they’ve built basic diagnostic and design
capabilities, and more importantly they begin to believe in the journey from the current state to
the future state.
A model factory we lead in Singapore provides a good example of how the approach works. The
factory focuses on energy efficiency, and its efforts center on several sub-systems commonly
seen in a continuous process industry (Exhibit 60). The current state reflects conditions found
in many factories. For example, air intake to the furnace is shown as inefficient causing the
company to waste fuel by heating air unnecessarily, and there’s a mismatch between cooling
water capacity and cooling water needs.
Participants are taught basic tools to identify and estimate losses typical of these inefficiencies
and others. Armed with these new capabilities, participants walk through the factory, monitor
the various controls, and usually locate most of the efficiency improvement opportunities.
Next, working with coaches, the participants design a future state for the factory and calculate
improvement potential. Most are amazed and convinced of their transformation program’s value
when they see that simple tools learned reasonably quickly can identify savings of 10 percent to
30 percent of factory operating costs—and in some cases more.
By immersing participants in a working operation, giving them the right tools, and letting them
discover improvement possibilities for themselves, model factories can create a clear and
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Exhibit 60

Green Operations in process industry
Package 5 (P5):
Air Compressors
▪ Create understanding of
waste in compressed air
production and consumption
▪ Conduct live tests, monitor
impact on power usage

Package 4 (P4): Cooling
Water System
▪ Introduce elements of
pumping system design
▪ Demonstrate levers to
improve pumping efficiency

▪ Package 3 (P3):

▪

Distillation
Understand requirements
to maximize profits by
optimal distillation
Understand operational
costs & tradeoffs
required to achieve this

Package 1 (P1): Furnace
▪ Create understanding of waste in energy transfer
in furnace
▪ Demonstrate levers to improve furnace efficiency
▪ Conduct live, interactive changes to
realize impact
Package 6 (P6):
Fin Fans
▪ Introduce concepts to
optimize usage of fin fans
Package 2 (p2):
Heat Exchangers
▪ Create understanding of
impact of circuit design and
maintenance on heat transfer
efficiency
▪ Demonstrate impact on
parameters by changing flow
SOURCE: MCC – Green Campus; CPTC

credible vision of the journey needed to go from the current state to the future state. These
experiential environments build capabilities, build confidence, and demonstrate how a company
can go from good to great.

Marshalling support
During transformations, staff members who have been in their roles for many years often
present the greatest resistance and skepticism toward the change program. They’re usually not
convinced by traditional training sessions or even success cases at their own company, which
they might view as anomalies. Such resistance can lead to a stubborn unwillingness to learn new
tools and processes, and if these workers are respected by their colleagues, their intransigence
could significantly impede the transformation’s progress.
Model factories can turn around the attitudes of these workers and other skeptics, and marshal
support for the capability building effort. By taking them out of their daily environments, they
are removed from their habits and more open to experimenting with new ideas. The risk-free
setting allows them to explore how change can lead to improvements and to apply the new tools
and capabilities without fear that success might reflect badly on their own work or that of their
supervisors or predecessors.
But the journey through the model factory—creating the changes that leads from the current state
to the future state—has a profound effect on participants. Skeptics become convinced of the
potential and are eager to bring their new capabilities back to their own workplaces. Not only has
their resistance been overcome, but their conviction can spread quickly among their colleagues.
Further, model factories can ensure that a broader group of stakeholders support the capability
building program from the beginning. Often the core group behind the program is naturally
convinced of its potential. By bringing critical stakeholders to participate in model factories,
the potential for improvement becomes more concrete to a broader audience. Support for the
program is strengthened well before capability improvements have a chance of reaching the
company’s bottom line.
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At scale quickly
Experience has shown that model factories are most effective when the sessions are conducted
with groups of about 15 to 20 people. This creates a balance between allowing ample time for
discussion and reflection, and accommodating a good number of participants. At this pace, over
the course of 1 or 2 months, model factories can present the potential of transformation and new
capabilities to hundreds, if not thousands, of staff—at all levels of the organization.
The scale needed for sustainable transformation can be reached quicker than with many other
measures. Communities of model factory alumni share stories of their experiences among
themselves and with others in the organization. The momentum and intensity created by the
experience is unsurpassed.

Value for all company roles
From the CEO to the frontline worker, everyone in a company has a role to play in achieving the
performance improvements offered by a capability building program.
Role modeling, leadership, applying technical and functional capabilities, and many other
elements come together to create a successful program. Model factories can effectively prepare
people at all levels of an organization to play their parts in the change program.
Top executives and other senior managers must spearhead the capability building program.
While individual components of the program are lead by line managers who have direct
responsibility for their own profitability, top management instigates, owns, and sponsors the
overall initiative. They are the ones who must mobilize the entire organization, encourage the
cultural changes needed to succeed, and model the new way of working.
Model factories can prepare top management for their role in the transformation in many ways.
They give executives personal experience in seeing the magnitude of improvement that can be
brought by the program and an understanding of the tools and capabilities that are needed. In
addition, the experience helps top management prioritize the company’s approach to capability
building, including the extent of diagnostics needed, and their focus.
As discussed, model factories can convince top executives and senior managers that a large
part of the improvement potential from a capability building program can be identified and
quantified quickly, with results following soon after. Discussions then center on the speed and
scale of launching a program, rather than quibbling over the details of its potential.
Middle and frontline managers must lead the change, encourage new attitudes, and assure the
appropriate capabilities are transferred to their staff. Their role is pivotal in a line-led program,
and it requires a good balance of technical capabilities— in the new tools and processes, and
people capabilities—such as leadership and influencing skills.
Model factories provide a unique setting to practice these skills in a risk-free, realistic
environment. After their first sessions, middle and frontline managers return to their workplaces
with the confidence and capabilities required to move the program forward. Typically, they rotate
between the model factory and the workplace as the capability building program progresses
from diagnostics and design to implementation, scaling up, and sustainability efforts.
From the start of the program, change leaders are developed and charged with a unique role.
While line managers lead the program, change leaders make it possible. These facilitators
become the internal experts on tools, processes, and individual capabilities. They must
personify the necessary changes, not only through their technical and people skills, but also
through their own attitudes. These high-caliber individuals work closely with frontline managers,
at first by helping as they seek improvement opportunities and later by providing the right tools,
processes, and encouragement to drive the cultural and capability changes needed to seize
these opportunities.
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Training at model factories for change leaders is often more intense and more challenging
because these participants have to develop a clear expertise in their areas. In addition,
especially as the capability building program reaches its later phases, accreditations awarded
for proven expertise and knowledge can provide change leaders added confidence in their own
abilities and boost their credibility with others in the organization.
Frontline workers represent a final piece of the puzzle. Aspirational performance improvements
are not possible unless capabilities are built within this group and attitudes are changed. For
example, on a per capita basis, frontline workers control a significant proportion of production
volume and assets in many capital-intense industries. Workers who do not understand the need
for change or do not have the capabilities required to contribute to the effort could prevent a
company from reaching its overall performance improvement targets.
Because model factories can accommodate large numbers of participants quickly, they provide
an ideal venue for bringing frontline workers into the effort. Typically frontline workers begin
attending sessions at model factories a few months after the capability building program begins.
This gives companies time to identify critical capability gaps at the front line, which are usually
centered on technical or functional skills, and to tailor courses to address these gaps. Very
quickly, hundreds of frontline workers can be sent through the program, building capabilities and
conviction that they bring back to the work site.

The software of a model factory
The hardware used at model factories—production processes and equipment, for example—
will vary greatly depending in the emphasis of that site. Physically, a model factory that focuses
on energy efficiency and savings will be much different than one that concentrates on digital
marketing. The software at these model factories is also tailored to the specific situation, but our
experience has shown that successful programs are built around four essential components—
experiential learning packages, curriculum, accreditation systems, and faculty.

Experiential learning packages
Experiential learning packages are the essence of model factories and encompass the individual
programs that let participants experience current states, future states, and the path between
the two. These learning packages create the situations used to make the transition real to
participants, and are often the most difficult component to get right. In addition, considering
the various groups participating in the program—from top executives to frontline workers—the
packages must be flexible enough to present a range of situations, from those that require
relatively simple improvements to those that are more challenging.
Creating learning packages requires a delicate touch to design realistic transitions from the
current state to the future state using the relevant processes and equipment. Unrealistic starting
conditions or end zones threaten the credibility of the entire learning environment.
A model factory focused on energy efficiency, for example, shouldn’t begin with a situation in
which the furnaces are operating with heat losses 10 percentage points or more beyond design
specifications. While some of the worst factories may operate at these levels, a more common
current state would be a percentage point or two beyond the specifications. In the same way,
programs cannot push improvements to the extreme, either. For example, idealistic furnace
efficiencies brought about by a preposterous amount of insulation would also challenge a
program’s credibility.
Programming to the extremes is tempting because it demonstrates great impact to factory
performance. But the impact on participants is diminished. Realistic scenarios typically reflect
actual working environments as the current state and reasonable but aspirational improvements
that lead to the future state. Careful calibration is needed to ensure realism and relevance for
participants.
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Curriculum
The curriculum must be designed with courses and training programs that target the different
roles participants play in the capability building program (Exhibit 61). Those higher in the
organization, for example, would get a greater dose of leadership training, while frontline workers
would focus more on the specifics of implementation.
An effective curriculum should offer capabilities in small servings over 1 to 3 days, rather than
sessions that try to introduce a wide range of new capabilities in programs that last 2 weeks
or more. This allows participants to acquire new skills at the model factory, and then return to
their workplaces to put these capabilities into practice before moving on to more sophisticated
programs. Adult learning research has shown that this combination maximizes knowledge
retention and capability development.
In addition, shorter courses are less disruptive to participants’ work routine. Being away from the
workplace for 1 to 2 weeks can add unnecessary time management pressures, especially for top
and middle managers who must continue to run the company while pushing the program forward.
Along with the experiential learning packages, the curriculum should comprise focused training
modules of 1 to 3 hours each. Typically a full curriculum would include 50 or more individual modules
on topics such as identifying waste and how to cascade key performance indicators. The modules
cover the hard topics required to identify, design, and execute improvement initiatives, and also the
people skills and processes that promote sustainability and generate behavioral changes.
Putting these modules together with experiential training packages in various combinations allows
sessions to be tailored to the needs and roles of each group that comes to the model factory.

Accreditation systems
As a company’s capability building program enters its later stages, model factories should begin
offering accreditation, especially for change leaders who must become internal experts on the
new tools and processes. Accreditation combines the training courses with assessments of how
well the new capabilities have been applied during the program. Assessment systems typically
allow model factory faculty to evaluate the progress of change leaders. The assessments
usually occur 2 to 4 months after change leaders have completed their training, giving them the
opportunity to apply their new capabilities at the workplace.
Exhibit 61

Curriculum design—targeting different roles

CxO

Midmanagers

Frontline

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company
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Frontline
managers

X1

CxO Green Ops Excite and
Engage

1/2–1 day

X2

Green Ops Transformation
Architecture

2 days

X3

Green Ops Transformation
Leadership and Management

2 days

C1

Green Ops Diagnostics and Design

2 days

C2

Green Ops Planning and Execution

2 days

C3

Mobilizing organizations for Green
Ops Programs

2 days

C4

Sustaining Green Ops
Transformation

2 days

F1

Green Ops Implementation

2 days

F2

Green Ops Transformation
Program

1 day
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Accreditation systems typically cover four levels of expertise. The first is the “learning stage,” which
reflects the initial stages when change leaders are just beginning to deploy tools as part of their
improvement projects. The next is the “practising stage,” during which change leaders are expected
to demonstrate a full grasp of their new capabilities and to lead improvement projects effectively.
In the “teaching stage,” change leaders should be able to lead some courses, mentor colleagues,
and oversee multiple projects. In the final level, the “architecting stage,” change leaders counsel top
executives and senior management on the capability building program. They have been able to adapt
the program as needed to reap the greatest improvements and to look into the future to envision new
capabilities that are required to respond to the changing business environment (Exhibit 62).
Exhibit 62

The accreditation journey—Green Campus in Singapore
36+
18–36
6–18
0–6

Duration
Months

Learning

Field

▪ Completed courses
for Diagnostics as
well as Planning
phases

▪ Participated in at
▪

least 2 improvement
projects
Deployed knowledge
from Diagnostics and
Planning courses in
the field

Architecting

Teaching

Green Expert
Practicing

Green Practitioner
Training

Green Architect

Green Senior Expert

▪ Completed all

▪

courses, including
Implementation and
Sustainability
Served as faculty for
Diagnostics and
Planning courses for
new Change Agents

▪ Completed all

▪ Completed all

▪

▪

Change Agent
courses
Comfortably deliver
all training to all
levels of the
organization

▪ Led at least 1-2

▪ Led multiple

▪

▪

improvement projects
Mastered all Green
skills

improvement projects
Oversaw, coached,
and mentored
Change Agents
across geographies

▪

Change Agent
courses
Frequently coached
and trained all levels
of the organization
Maintained and
architected overall
curriculum

▪ Counseled executive
team in architecting
and maintaining the
Green
Transformation
programs

SOURCE: McKinsey & Company

Faculty
The faculty is responsible for pulling together all the other components of a model factory. Of
course, the faculty must be experts in the capabilities being introduced in the model factories,
but they must also have the additional ability to connect with participants from all levels within a
company—top executives and senior management, middle and frontline managers, and frontline
workers, as well as change leaders. Commonly, the faculty comprises a handful of seasoned
managers, supplemented by external experts such as consultants or training facilitators.
Experience shows the combination of vast content knowledge and extensive experience in
planning and leading capability building programs is critical to creating an effective faculty.

Addressing diverse industries
Any capability building program in any industry can benefit from a model factory. The value of this
approach is not limited to manufacturing operations, but applies to any program where participants
can profit from a clear vision of the current state, an aspirational future state, and the road between
the two.
The McKinsey Capability Center in Munich, for example, comprises a series of model factories
that cover nine distinct areas as diverse as lean manufacturing, digital marketing, and product
development (Exhibit 63). Service and manufacturing industries can both gain from such programs.
The digital marketing program offers a clear illustration of the flexibility of model factories. In
it, participants take control of marketing for an operational online wine reseller. As they build
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Exhibit 63

McKinsey Capability Center—Munich
Experience and apply the
impact of the latest online
marketing methods in a
real wine store

Transform excellent clinicians
into excellent clinical leaders

Integrate energy
productivity
thinking into plant
and production
planning
Optimize
manufacturing
line making real
products

Deepen and
enhance
transformation
leadership skills

Hospital
Academy
Energy
Productivity

Digital
Marketing

McKinsey
Capability Center

Lean
Manufacturing

Service
Operations

B2B
Pricing

Performance
Leadership

Sourcing
Supply
Chain

Tackle supply chain challenges
in a volatile world or tame the
“bullwhip” and the disruptive
effects in today’s supply chains

Product
Development

Improve processes and
adapt them to changing
regulatory requirements
for branches, back
offices and call centers
Build sustainable
pricing capabilities
directly applicable to
the clients’ business
Combine capability
building with financial
impact; develop functional sourcing skills
and personal skills

Develop better products consistently;
develop faster and use your R&D
resources more effectively

SOURCE: McKinsey Capability Center

capabilities around digital marketing, they conduct diagnoses and make decisions that go live on
the Web site. Next, they watch real customers’ reactions to their marketing efforts, allowing them
to gauge the effectiveness immediately. Such experiences are not readily forgotten.
In Singapore, McKinsey’s model factory focuses on green operations. In partnership with a
global oil and gas company, it offers a full curriculum of transformation programs that center on
cost savings through energy efficiencies.
In addition to using third-party facilities, some companies and other organizations are building
their own model factories. Volkswagen has opened a series of lean centers, and companies
throughout Asia have begun similar efforts. Governments have also begun exploring the
approach as a way to improve service delivery and efficiency, and many leading universities have
built or are building model factories.

Delivering competitive advantage
More and more companies, governments, and other organizations are recognizing the power
of model factories to accelerate capability building programs. By presenting experiences rather
than lectures, model factories hasten the development of new capabilities and enable long-term
retention of these new skills. Flexible, efficient programs interlaced with on-the-job practice
can bring desired new capabilities to a large group of employees at all levels of the organization,
allowing the program to scale up quickly. Using this approach, companies can rapidly capture
performance improvements that deliver distinct competitive advantages.
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